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Editor-in-c·h ief : FRANCIS IlOLT-WHEELER Plt. U.
.Associate Directo r : C. VOH.ST l~LMAN.
By reason of the fact that this review is puh:·ishecl in close rela.1ion with
c L 'ASTROSOPlllE ~. its sister review (in the J•'re1wh la11~uagel, 1t luis the
u11us11al n•h·anta~c of' posi:el'sing n staff of 1·0111 riltu1or!' f'•"•lll nll E111·11p1»t11
c•ountri(',.;, a:< well a:< the c·ollahoration uf the leadinir Eng-li,..11 aml Ar11eri1..in
writers iu tlre suhjec·ts helon~in~ to its special domain.
ANNUAL SUBSCRl~TION-P O ST-I'RE E
England and c·nlonies 10/ 6-l'nitcil States of Au1e1·i1·a................ . . 2.75
Countries ontside post al arc·onl of Stockholm 70 fr:i 11.·s Frend1
Inside postal acl'ord oC Slockholm ........................ (i0 fra11c•s 1-'rench
l<'ran«e an'd colonies............................. .. ........ 50 fn1 111·s F rench
ADDR E SS AS BELOW
ADVER'IIEING RATES. - l 'cr page, per insertion. CiO/ - (Sl!i.00); Y2 page,
30 1- (S 7.50); l / :i pagc', 20/ - (i'l 5.0U); 11-l page. WI - (8 4.00); l/G page,
1:2/ - (S ;l.00); % p:1g-e, 10/ - (8 :2.50\. Hetluction 011 .1e:1rly c·o111ra!'ts.
CHEQUES ON ANY BANK

INSTirUT ASTROLCGIQUE DE CARTHAGE
Founder and Directer : FIL\ Nf'TS ROLT- Wlll~l·:l.1-:H l'h. TI.
1) Publication. Tl c l11<lit1111· p11hl·i-<l•e>< c l.',\:0-:Tl(OSlll'lllE » the
INt<lin!? a!:trnlo~ic·nl, 1><:1·1·lii<• :~1:•1 O<·c:ult re1·iew in the I·'re111·h la 11 ~uag-e. It id
al'So the publisher of TIIE SE lm.
2) Horoscopes. - The l 11s1i1u1e maintains a stafT for ltig-h-!!racl e ho ro!'cop~-;,
on a stl'ictl.v personnl hnsis, no work« in series$ lieing per111 itted. illinor wo1k
will not be considered. Fou1· syi<tems are emplo.1·ed : a) t lie ::>tie11t ifi c· S.v:<1 e111.
bl lhe J\nblrn list ic System.<') the SelenologiC'a l (Arab ic·) Syste111 am!, d) the
Symbolic Systems. For ful l detnils sec adverfi!;ing pag-c fu<' illl? this 011e.
3) Correspondence Courses.- (Jn English or F1en<'h). 'J'lie,..c a rl.' a:> follow< :
A. - A~TRO l.OCl Y, 70 l c>~~nn!':
B. - ORACULAl{, SCIF.NCF.S : 1) The T:il'ot, 2-4 lessons; 2) Pure
Knhbalism, 24 lessons; 3) lli:rher Eabbalism, 24 lessons.
The Astrolo!!icnl Course is by far the most t·omplete g-i1·en in :1ny """"try.
It in<'ludes 10 series o( 7 lessons each, or 01·er 750 pal?'es i11 1111. ()ul•s1i1111>< are
attac·hecl to eac·h lesson, a11tl serious students on:)· will he a•·· l'fll ed. Twu
el:aminations close the <·our,..<'. ('ertific·: le:< ancl cliplun1as will bl.' g-rantl.'cl tu
surcessf'ul «n nd icla I es. Tlte ('uu rse is cl il'ided :•s f'o llu11·~ :
I. How to Draw a Horcscope
6. Primary D irections
2. lnterpretalio!' - A nalysi.
7. Rectificat,on.
3. Interp retat;on - Sl'nthesis
8. The H oroscc.ue .)etailed
4. Esoteric Astrology ·
9. Adva nced St~di.-s
5. T he Progressed H oroscoµe
I0. Steliar .i:\s~rology
Tbe terms for the whole c·ourse are Ten Pounds of Fil't_y Dollars payment
in aclrnnc:e or for e11<·h seri<'::; in 111ll':uwe; if paymeul is 11111cle h.1· series. 1:tt>
terms are £. 1. 4. Od. 01· Six Dollar-: eaeh. The Course is so thorou~h anu
emhr:wiu!! that all students m11o.;l he:rin ;11 the ue;?innin:?.
Each of the Courses in the Oracular Sciences consists of 2-l lessons. The
Terms. for each of the c•our:;es are Four Pounds or Twenty Dollars. payment m achaoee. If pa~·ment for the whole eourse i~ mnde in ad1·unce the
terms will he Ten Pounds or Fifty Dollars. ,\ certifir·ntc will be gi1·en tv
suc·<'e1:<»fn I stnden ts.
Cheques or l\fonev Orders to Dr. F rancis ROL'l'·W HEELER, Director,
INS'IITUT ASTROLOGI QUE DE CARTHAGE
CARTHAGE, TUNISIE, N. AFRICA

INSTITUT ASTR(JLOGJ()VE DE CARTHAGE
TR,IPLB HOROSCOPES

A horoscop~ contains two principal elements : 1) a detailed setting fo~·tb
of character, and 2) an analysis of the influences p1:oducing: the e\•ents wb1cb
wi:-1 come into the life; Destiny is the r~sult of tile u~t ~racL1on or .bo t~. What
hapfens to us is only partly pre-determrned; tile deciSI ve factor hes in FreeWil - our character and our conduct.
There is no true horoscopy without a solid diagnosis of cburacLer, and the•·<'
1s no such thing as a true half-diagnosis. Cheap and incomplete horoscopei;.
or horoscopes done in sel"ies by formal method~ are oft eu apt to be misleading.
Every horoscope must be a detail~d anJ individual piece of work, else it lJi
better lo have none al nil.
SCIENTIFIO HOROSCOPES
Condensed Natal Horoscope for a child, dealing mainly with
health and occupation, l chart, about 8 pages........... .... £1.10.00 S 7 'in
Condensed Natal Horoscope and Progressed Direetion for
the current year in advance, character and probable destiny, 2 charts, about 16 pages .................................... £2.00.00 S 10 IJ•>
Complete Natal Horoscope, esoteric and pr::it ical. detailed
Progressed Directions for current year in a<l vance, F'ixed
Star chart, 3 charts, ornr 24 pages............ .................. £-!.OC.00 S 20 llO
KABBALISTIO HOROSCOPES
Condensed Ka.bbalisLic 8ystem, natal, l chart. 8 pages...... £1.10.00 S 7 60
Complete Kabbalistic system, will; Kabbalis!ie progression
for current year in advance, 2 charts, about lo pages... £2.00.00 S 10 :i11
SELENOLOGICAL HOROSCOPES
Condensed Selenological system, na tal, 1 chart, 8 page:S...... £1.l!l.Ol S 7 50
Complete Selcmological system, witb Prvgression for curreut
yea1· in advance, 2 charts 16 pages......... ... ............... £2.00.00 S 10 •>l
TRIPLE SYSTEM HOROSCOPES
Condensed ScienLitic, Stellar, Kabbulistic and Selenological
Natal Horoscopes, 4 Charts, from 30 to 40 pages ......... £6.00.00 S 30 ou
Complete and detailed analysis of nM ~ystems 1md ul\ Progressions for the cunont year in advance, 7 c:liarlJ, about
60 pages .... . ........ ... .. . .... ... .. . . . ..... . .......... .... .. .. . ... .. £8.00.00 S 40 00
Complete and detailed analysis as above, on heav.\ paper,
strongly bound in book form, with blank charts in ca\:b
system for kn years to follow, and with frontispiece of
native's personal Kabba.listic talisman 011 parclnncnt. .. £10.00.00 S 50 00
Progressed Directions to yearly clients, for the curreut year
in advance, 1 chart, about 10 pages........................... £2.00.00 S 10 00
Horary Chuts and Interpretations (answers to special questions propounded, tetter to l!Ontain dalt1 and hour when
decision was taken lo seek advice) ....................... .. .. £2.00.00 S 10 OU
Birth-Hour Rectifications wit.h a ho1·oscope ortler ........... . £3.00.00 s 15 11..
Rectification required witbout a horoscope order .. ...... .. .. £4.00.00 S 20 OU
REQUIREMENTS
In every case, Name, Place, Date, and Hour (exactly, if possible approximately, al all events) of Birth must accompany lite order. If a Kabbalistit·
Horoscope is req?ired, the Christian. name (both baptismal and as comruonh
use~ l must be g1 ve~, and, .for warned women, the maiden name also.
·
." lwn the approx1n;iat~ bU"th-ho.ur Cll;nno~ be learned from parents, relative!!,
fnends, doctor or IDidwife, Rectificat~on 18: necessary, a difficult matter. Ir
su1:h ea~-e the order must be a~comparued w~th the extra charge, a pholograpl.
(fnH-face preferred) and a hst of events m the life of the nali\re such 811
~ates of death of parents! marriage, births of children, accident;, sudden
illnesses, etc., that cal<:ulat10ns may be made from events to birth-hour.
Cheques may be drawn on any bank.

FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER Ph.D.
Director: INSTITUT ASTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE
CARTHAGE - 'fUNISIE - N. AFRICA
ALL WORK DONE PEB.SONALLY

the Late "Sepbarial's" Keys and Charts
The above are offered to clients with special facilities for 1931.
The Annual Wbe1.1>t Cb::irt, showing major swin;;s and minor flnctuatiollS,
detailed report and graph.
The Keys, which are good for all time, including Oil, Sugar, Wheat, Stoc:ks
:-·:d Shares, Cotton1 Wool, Rubber, may be obtained from the authorized agent
who will .also supply copies of cel'tified testimonial!> and reports on these and
othe1· iLform:::tion, including the Marvellous New Sports Key, cTidal Law in
Spe<'ulatiou, cSepharial 's> latest and best sports key.
Write for particulars to :

Mr. FRANK STANLEY
37 Victoria Road, Headingley
(Leeds) England

ijJl)c Jntcrnationnl JPsycl}tc
~lat

~n1ette

most lnetructin tf Spiritualiat llloathlies

Founder and Editor :
Continental Editor :
JOHN LEWIS
1-'A::iCAL FORTHUNY
PRICE 8d.
Annual Subscription 7/- post free (8/- abroad)
The INTERNATIONAL PSYCmo GAZETTE, Ltd.
69, High Holborn, London, W.0.1.
A Sa.mple Copy will be sent free to any address on application

REASON 1-Mo~ern AstrologyThe Spiritualist Quarterly
Published 30 years - Recognized in all lands

EDITOR-FOUNDER
B. F. Austin A. M., D. D.
!'resident, Alma College, Canada
SAMPLE OOPY FREE
The Austin Publishing Co. publish the
world-known Andrew Jackson
Davis books
also
Self-Unfoldment - 6 Class Lessons
and three Lectures, By Dr Austin
The A. B. C. of Spiritualism
by D:: Austin
(over 14.000 copies sold)
THE AUSTI?l PUB. CO.
4522 St. Charles Place
LOS ANGELES, CW.

(Founded in 1890 by Alan Leo)
'l'he leading Astrological magazine
containing articles on many branr.hes
of the subjects :
ESOTERIC & EXOTERIO
INDIVIDUAL & POLITICAL
HISTORICAL & STATISTICAL.
Annual Subscription 13/-post free.
U. S. A. S;3.50. Specimen Copy 6d.
~

Articles of general interest may be
submitted to the Editor. They are
paid for on acceptance.
40, Imperial Buildings Ludgate Circus

LONDON.ENGLAND

THI TEMPLE OF THE PEOPLE
An autonomous and continnous pal'l of the TJIBOSOPIIICAL ~IOVE:llIENT
orgauisecl by llclena Petrovna Bla"ntsky.
Principles : 1) To establish a 11uclcus for the unity of all life; 2) uni1,ersal
brotherhood, 2) a diligenL study 0£ comparative religion.
01·gnn

THE TEMPLE ARTISAN
Annually 2.00 dol. Single copies 20 cents.
TEMPLE OORRESPONDENCE COURSES
The Coming Avatar
Met aphysics
Ohelasbip
Sound
The Law of Duality
Thought
THE T:SMPLE OF THE PEOPLE, Hallcyou, California, U.S.A.

PJ:lOTJEUS
A Journal of the Sdence.
Philosophy and Therapy· of Nature
Editor : W . B. CROW, D. Sc., Ph. D .
Morphology (including Body Types) , O steopathy, Chiropractic,
Naturopathy, Scientific Physiognomy and Phrenology. Dream Analysis. Psychic Phenomena, Astrology, Physiophilosophy (especially
Zoosophy).

I0 shillings or $2.50 yearly from Publisher, 140 The Grove.Stratford.
LONDON, E. 15

ran THOSE WHOREALLY l)ESll\E TC KNOW :
THE CABB,6.LAH
ENEL

Essai d'Astrologie Cabbalistique.... .. ... frs , 20.-($!'.25 or 5/ -)
Rota, La Roue Celeste. ....... . .. .. ... . . 20.-($1 .25 or 5/ -)
La Cabbale Pratique (in press) . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 .-($1 .75 or 7/-)
Order from the publisher : J. CABASSON
2, Rue de l'Ordonnance, TOULON (France)
or from
L' INSTITUT ASTROLOGIQUE D E CARTHAGE
CARTHAGE, TUNISIE (N. A FRICA)

S'fUUY POH

Dl~GHEE

of
Doctor of Psychology (Pe. D.)
Doctor of Metaphysics (Me. D.)
Doctor of Divinity (D. D.)
Either by conespondencei in the quiet of your
own home, or by resident class work in Indianapolis. Write for further information.

College of Divina Metaphysics Inc.
Dr. William H. WOODFIN, President
Dept. Sr. Denison Hotel Bui:-ding
Indianapolis, Ind. U, S. A.
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lPnblirations frimittb

li"ive im1•ortant Ne'v Booklets
1.

2.

3,
4.

5.

Human Survival and Its Implications.
By Helen A. Dallas.
The Mental Phenomena of Spiritualism.
By Rev. C. Drayton Thomas
The Physical Phenomena of Spiritualism.
By Stanley De Brath M.l.C.E.
The Psychic Facuities and their Development.
By Helen Mac Gregor and Margaret V. Underhill; With
and Introduction bJ) Robert 'Fielding-Ould, M.A., M.D ..
M.R.C.P.
·
Demonstrated Survival; Its Influence on · Science,
Philosophy and Religion.
By Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S.
PRICE 1/ 2 EACH POST FREE
5/ 6 Post Free for set of five.
Also the following can be obtained :
«Listening In.» - 0. C. B. Pixley. 1/ 1.
«Beyond Life's Sunset.» -Rev. C. Drayton Thomas.1/2.
«Biblical Criticism and Psychical Research concern•
ing the Bible».- A . W. H. Trethewy. 2/2.
From BOOK SALES DEPARTMENT,
L. S. A. PUBLICATIONS L T D.
16, QUEENSBERRY PLACE, LONDON,

s.w.7.

LIGHT
A Joumal of Spiritual, Psychical and Mystical, Research
Established 1881
SUBSCRIPTION TERMS
Post Free to any part of the world
Per Year 22/ - in advance. Per Half-Year, 11 / - in advance
SPECIMEN COPY FREE ON APPLICATION

CIRCULATION MANAGER. «LIGHT>,
16, QUEENSBERRY PLACE, LONDON, s.w.7.
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BROTHERHOOD OP
the HOLY PENTAGRAM
PLATTSBURG, N. Y., U. S. A.
Box 341
We offer courses in Astrology, Oc_
cultism, .Ancient Magic, Esote1ic
J\f asonry, Spiritualism, Hermetics and
Alchemy, Psyd1ology, Metaphysics,
Healing and otLer allied subjects.
We search for rare and out_of_
print bcoks, we have gazing crystals,
incense of many varieties, F1ices upon
application.
Send for om· Booklet General In_
formation relative to otu courses
which you will find most :nteresting
and instructive.

NEVI-YORK ASTROLOGER
Stars guide ships across t he ocean,
ie~ them guide you on life's uncertain
sea.
Subsc1ibe to the New-Yol"k .Astrologer, a quarterly magazine which
teas you what to do on every day of
the year.
ELIZABETH ALDRICH,noted Astrologer and Writer, is the Edit.or.
One Doi·Jar a Year.
The New-York Astrologer, 310 Riverside Drive, New-York, N. Y.

·THE MOON'S SIGN BOOK
Tli<> Pln11et1u•;,· rlnlly guide hu• ull
BY LIEWELIN GEORGE
Points the Way to Succe&li

Farmers, gardeners, fruit growers,
poultry raisers will find in it directions for using planetary vibrations
to increase and impl"ove production.
Business people find it a decided aid
in the development of important
ventures. It is a Moon's Sign Book.
Gives the Moon's phases, signs and
dates on which to act for best results. These dates are calculated
from known planetary positions and
based on established astrological
facts. The 25th . annual edition for
1930 is striking Send for a copy
today and begin at once to
Act in Harmony with Natura.I Law
(130 pages catalog FREE)
lewellyn Publishing Company

Astrological Bldg.,
8921 T.S. National Blvd., Palms,
Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.

Studg
Grapnn nna1us1s
This Institution, c·reated out of a
demand made upon the founder for
iusfni.ction, bas been i.n existence for
only t;wo years.Yet in that time it has
reach.ed a home-student body of high
grade professional men and women clocto:es, Chiefs of Tclenti6cati on Depa rtmenls of g reat police departments;, teachers, authors, journa'lists,
school principals and others who see
in th1~ science of Grapho-Analysis a
ne\v a ncl certain system of reading the
character and mo ti 11es of men and
1Vome11 everywhere, and of deter1 ruining their natural fitness for va1·ious professions or vocations.
Grmpho-Aualysis is not graphology.
Out• own studeuts who harn studied
the latter a re the most emphatic in
making this statement. '.l.'bey sny they
nre 1N1r11i11g facts and reasons fol'
!hose facts as t hey have never learned
! them from any other source. One
! stnclent writes, « Yo11 r course is far
! mol'e t.han a rom·;;e in handwriting
' ;1t111l.\1sis. Tt is a eonrse in human psycl1olog,\". »
You are invited to send for tbe new
62 page, beautifn'lly illust l'ated booklet, expl11ining lhe <'ourse of instrnction, :111d prnvitli 11g e,·idence of just
how C:rnpho-Analysis stands among
j tho;;e who l111\'e in ,•esf-igated it. Enl c·lose fen ~ents in coin . and write your
! name and arldress pfainly.
j
AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF GRAPHO-ANALYSIS
!;
Reliance Building
Kansas City, Mo., U. S. A.

l

!
l

!
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1932
1932 represents a gradual clearing of the atmosphere. It is a year of convalescence. 1930 and'31 were years of acute illness. Crime, vice, lawlessness
attained monstrous proportions.Confidence was shaken.Unemployment figures
re:iched staggering totals. Breadlines grew longer and longer.
A~trologically, 1930-31 was under the pernicious influence of one of the
most sinister, insidious and diabolical aspects known- a square of Uranus from
the rebellious Aries to Saturn in the crafty sign Capricorn. NATIONS who
are strongly under cardinal sign influence were subjected to the cyclonic fury of
the iconoclastic Uranus and the forbidding ray of Saturn. IND!IVIDUALS in
whose charts cardinal sign features (especially Aries and Capricorn) were pro·
minent were holding on for dear life. During 1932 the storm abates. 1932 is a
going back to normalcy.

To those in whose charts
the signs Aries, Capricorn
Cancer and Libra are heavily
tenanted,
particularly
by
Sun, Moon, Ascendant or
Midheaven, 1932 will bring
occasional setbacks. An individual horoscope will point
out to them how to adjust
themselves during their period of re-construction,Jlnd in
doing so will speed up their
recovery. There is, however,
a section of the zodiac that
will be the recipient of the
temperate and expansive ray
of Jupiter. This section is
most of Leo and Virgo. If your luminaries, Ascendant, Midheaven, Venus or Mercury at birth are located between 12 degrees of Leo and 23
degrees of Virgo, Jupiter will bring opportunity. Needless to say if planets by direction favorably aspect your sensitive points within the area mentioned,
your opportunities will be greater. Having opportunities is one thing. Realizing
that they are there is another. If you belong to the latter group, your horoscope
will help you to fully realize the gifts of Jupiter. In the event that you do not
belong to either of the 2 groups mentioned, have your horoscope cast anyway.
Forces are always pulling for and against throughout the entire zodiac.

Ana,Jysis and synthesis of your horoscope covering every department of
life. At,vice given. Problems solved. Horoscopes are handwritten. Detailed
chart accompanies ea.ch horoscpe. No mimeographed forms used.
Write or visit. State ye.ar, montl1, day and place of birth (hour and minute
if possible).
Birth horoscope, including forecast for I year, month by month,
.and answers to 3 questions............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 10 Dollars
Additional forecasts, thereafter, per year. ........... . .... . .........
5 Dollars
Questions answered separntely, per question........................
2 Dollars

ERNEST H. LANGNER, ASTROLOGER
7906 Santa Monie.a Blvd. Hollywaact, California, U.S.A.

17 YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

MAN'S HIGHEST PURPOSE
or The Lost Word Regained
by KAREL WEINFURTER, translated by CHARLES UNGER,
and Professor CAPLETON
«... We reco!IlJJlend this book, for it contains matter that is undoubtedly
constructive, helpful and interesting, and adds its quota of light on many
subjects. » - Mercury. ·
«... I can thoroughly recommend this work... it opens out unaccustomed 'territory for our exploring. » - Two Worlds.
«... deep and urofounrl ... ably written, and ably translated. »
Science of Thought Review.
«... A beipful introduction to the ancient wisdom. » - News & Notes.
«...The book should be in the student's library of occultism. » - Kalpaka.

ASTROLOGY
AN EFFORT AT SIMPLIFICATION
by WILLIAM WILSON
« It provides the beginner with all the elementary rules for calculation, and
illustrates the interpretative side of the science hy means of the author's
own horoscope. » - Modern Astrology.
« In this book ... Mr. Wilson made « an effort at simplification » of the
science of astrology, and be succeeded admirably. It should enable any wouldbe student of this an1,ient subject to make a progressive beginning ». Aberdeen Press.
« Deals with this ancient science in interesting fashion explaining the
influences of the nine planets, the hvelve signs of the zodiac, and the reading
of. horoscopes. » Daily Herald.

The Ne-w- Nucterneron
The Twelve Hours of Apollonius of Tyana
Script received by MARJORIE LIVINGSTON, with a Preface by the late
Sir ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE
« 'l.'his book is a complete answer to those who persist in the illusion that
notl1ing new or great comes from the Beyond. It is a book to read, think over,
and read again. I would hearlil.11 recommend it to the attention of those
students whose interest goes l>eyond the phenomena which ,a re the me11e
A B C of spiritunlism ».

Light.

« The moving power and beauty of the book betray a wealth of wisdom. )

- Two Worlds.
·
« It is a book the mystic will greatly appreciate. » - Service.
« We would remind rnaclers that if they have not already purchased a copy
they are losing a very valuable contribution to occult literaturn. »·
Spiritualist.

LONDON

RIDER & C

0

Publishers of the Occult Review

E. C. 4

THE SEER
A Monthly Review of Astrology

and of the Psychic and Occult Sciences
Gdror-/n-C'hie/- 5h-ancl/ B?o/r - '714ieet:.~ !Zh. 9?.
lnstitul Asfrologique - Carthage, Tuni•k

As a t0ide hospitality is herein extended to all branches of ps:Ychicf
and occult thought, it is deemed preferable to leave to all contributors the priuilege of responsibility for the ideals expressed in their
article..
Vol. IV No 4

December 1931

Price 1 / - or 25 cts

IMPORTANT NOTICE

The Direction of THE SEER takes special pleasure in making known to its readers that a working alliance and a close
coopera.tion has been established between the INSTITUT ASTROLOGIQ UE de CARTH AGE and the INTERNATIONAL
ASTROLOGICAL A RCHIVES ASSOCIATION (Director of
both Assoc~ations : Dr. F rands Rolt-Wheeler) publishers of
this review; and the world-wide FRATERNITY OF THE·
HOLY PENTAGRAM, an Order of High Esoteric and Mystical Teaching, leading to certain degrees of Adeptship (Direc·
tor-General : Dr. Charles Edward Niles) with the International
Headquarters, the Grand Orient, in the United States of Ame·
rica. European headquarters will be established during the
coming year. Those desiring information concerning membership and wishing to take any of the Courses offered by the
Fraternity of the Holy Pentagram may write directly to THE
SEER, Carthage, Tunisie, N. Africa.
FRANCISe ROLT-WHEELER (Director). ·

Reflections
LL TOO OFT EN, the man or UJoman who see/es to
gain the lcnou>lcdge of the higher truths sets out in such
t0ise as to Lead to a sure self-deception. Largely due to
the error beloved of the unthinking t0hich talks of « universal equality », the seel~er believes that the higher
realms of the spirit can easily be reached by ever:ybod:y.
He forgets that the true « m:ystic :$ is just as surely born
as the true poet or the true painter (u>e are not speaking here of amateurs or mediocrities) and that mysticism requires a much more arduoua
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training than the severest of the arts: What is even more regrettable is

tlaai noUJa4a31s, lured by the will-o'the-wisp of the omniscience of edu...cational instruction, many a man hopes to reach emotio.nal power
b31 purely mental processes. He does but deceive himself : mysticism
ii not acquired bJ; reading, nor holiness by Correspondence Courses.
Such courses may be - and often are - of the highest value and
may be essential to a grasp of theory; their value is heightened if there
be a link to an Order, a Fraternity or a Br.otherhood, where the Neophyte may have counsel and guidance; but the teaching and the counsel should have three definite aims : to deepen knowledge, to s~nsitise
perception, and to enable the soul lo pursue its quest independentlJ).
At the present time there is a tendency to require a shorter road.
a quicker way, a hurry-up success in everything. Innumerable societies,
cults and sects offer their f ollouJers a key to all the mysteries. a quick
initiation, or a control of psychic powers in quick order, and without
any necessity to follow the time-worn ways of suffering and solitude.
The spirit of speed is in the veins of this generation and men Would
fa~n take an aeroplane to Heaven. The herd spirit reigns, and men
desire to invade ·the Plains of Silence in joyous and laughing band.
All useless ! All a vain quest ! Spiritual rhythms govern the growth
of the soul, and telling the soul that it is developed does not make it
so, any more than telling ·a three-year-old- child that he is a grown
man will jump him ahead biologically a matter of eighteen J)ears.
In most modern writing concerning «mysticism », two great errors
may be noted. The first of these is a baseless optimism, _and the second
is~ thoughtless superficiality. Certain New Thought writers who have
not grasped the real meaning of their leaders and who seek to « popularize » an easy philosoph'JJ at all hasards, affirm that there is no need
to climb if the road is rough, that we must no longer admit the existence
of sin and evil. that a criminal is a gentleman whose health is d trifle
Juturbed, that a ruffian should be stroked on the head, that gangsters
('.4n be fJer&uaded bJJ pretty speeches, that adultery and immorality
are c modern >. that everyone must be spoken to sweetl'J), everything must be tolerated, everything must be permitted. There is a tendency to varnish evil with a forgiving phrase and « relativity ~ has
been brought forward as an excuse for the pardoning of foul conduct•
irreverent speech, and surface thought. Many people really believe that
Peace - or anything else -will come merel'J) if we talk about it
enough, and that if you smile long enough at a munitions factory the
!l)all1 ioil( tgm_ble dg_wn.
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All this is a false hope based upon a misunderstanding of the use of
words, UJhich serves, at the present time, to hide a world#uneasiness.
To sing on the slope of a volcano ma)l cheer the spirits, but it UJill
not delay the moment when the crater erupts UJith bomb~stones and
rivers of lava. It is no sign of wisdom to shut the eJ)es to danger.
The superficiality with which M})sticism is spoken of is still worse.
Everything must be « relative >. The conception of the Absolute is
taboo. Truth' frightens, the sword of Plain Statement must remain in
its sheath. The Real is so embroidered that the original tissue can no
more be seen, Vice is to be another aspect of virtue; Evil is only a
negation of good; nothing is to be taken too seriousl31; responsibilit:y
is to be avoided whenever possible. « The motor~car, the cinema, the
radio - the dancing,. that's the life ! » And the saddest part of it
all is that this frothy attitude builds up a belief that because our ideas
have changed, the eternal judgments have changed likewise.
ff we look for a moment at true Mysticism, UJe shall see how far it
lies from this indulgent literature. The Mystic must love Silence, not
only because Noise is in it.;e[f a Satanic thing, appealing to low minds,
and which shakes the balance of the soul, but also because it prevents
the hearing of higher harmonies. The Mystic loves solitude, for there
may a man read his own soul - a terrible test to those who are not
ready. The MJ)stic requires sinceritJ), for in nothing is deception
e'"ier than in believing oneself true to an ideal when in real(t}) we do
but folloUJ a preference. The M },istic must be in constant touch with
BeautJ), for it is an essential to him to see the Vision Supreme in all
things, and he is, in a certain measure, the artist of the spiritual life;
and he ma}} go even further. The material man sees onl31 the outer
and material body; the artist sees the soul within; but the Mystic has
received the gift to behold the Spirit of the Universe, and to be in
touch therewith. High Poesy gives illumination, High Mysticism gives
Inspiration.
Nor should we think that the M })stic should content himself with
emotion, onl:y, and that he may do awa}) with science and with
knowledge. Far from setting a premium on ignorance, the doctrine of
the Divine Immanence is an essential in Mysticism, for the more fully
the Mystic understands the Sublime Force which is in all things, the
nearer can he feel the Divine in him. It has been said that the ~imple~
minded ma}) feel after God, but it has never been said that the simpleUJitted have any advantage in the quest
The M31stic must endeavor to arrive at an emotional perception of
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Cosmic Consciousness, and that by means of the profoundest study
and the deepest mental and emotional concentretion. He must rigidly
practice an abstraction from all things which are alien to the illumination of the soul, he must forever keep an extreme sensitivity of
perception to everything that is beautiful an1d true; he must flee everything that is superficial, petty, distracting and vain,· he must deepen
life at every point he touches it; he must realize the dark forces and
oppose them b:y the Light he has painfull)}• won for himself; he must
strive to bring body, mind, soul and spirit to the highest harmony and
that by constant prayer and incessant study; he must acquire the
power of meditation so fully that his thou8rhts cannot wander nor his
will-force be disturbed, and so he may reach Illumination. ff, thereat~
ter, b:y :years - or a whole life-time - of lmswerving purpose, he has
remained true to his ideal, there may come fo him the supreme bliss of
a few moments in ecstatic union with the Divine.
Such is the way of the true M :ystic. Ho w far removed is the true
from the imitation I

.!ulfilltb tDrtbict:ions
In our November number we were able to insert a stop-press notice
concerning the first results of the English 1~eneral elections. Readers
will be interested to compare the results with our Prediction on
page 93 where we said : England - Gern~ral elections. Unexpected
strength on the Conservative side, much tr1ouble at the polling. The
Conservative victor]} was greater even than l'ndicated, and the troubles
at the polls were few; all England was eager to sweep the Labour
Party into oblivion.
In the prediclions of our November number (dealing with December) We mentioned : Germany - Financial scandal of international
character... financed by an industrial pa1rty, not the government,

Though a few daJ)s before the actual lunatl'.on, this may well refer to
the collapse of the « Berliner Bank » with 23 branches in Berlin
alone and more than I 00 branches in C erman:y. I ts clients were
almost exclusively owners of big buildings, and the Federation of
Associations of Property-Owners operates a good deal with foreign
capital.
A very strikingly fulfilled prediction was made on page 94, as
follows : Spain_, Overthrow of the Ministry, but by another constitutional party, not by a royalist coup d'etat. One of the most striking
features of the mounth was the overthrow of the Alcara Ministry,
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President Alcara ·having been the true hero of the revolution. Under
date of 20 November, the new minislr}), after long debate, declared
King Alphonso JI I an outlaw, pres'cribed perpetual exile, and
approved that all his wealth and properl'.ies in Spain should be confiscated by the Stale and should become the properly of the new
Republic.
On page 142 we announced : French lndo-China - Rebellious
spirit incited by Chinese agitators and masked under a religious guise.
Imprisonment of the leaders. A very large (an d very interesting) reli-

gious movement known as Caodaism, which, in a few years, has
attained several million adherents, and which has a strong spiritualistic
basis, has allowed itself lo intervene in i1olitics. The French Government, during this lunation, suspended th1~ organ of the society, « La
Revue Caodaiste », and three members of its council were arrested.
The Japanese-Chinese skirmishes in Iv.(anchuria have been so fully
predicted and reported in l'ASTROSOPHIE and THE SEER,
that, in view of the conditions continuing, it is not necessary lo analyse
them here. But the prediction ma}) be repeated that this is not likely
to turn into a world-war.
On page 93 We announced. France. - Dissatisfaction with the
Premier's visits abroad. Formation of a nlew party. Disastrous storms
in th"' \Vest. The visits of Monsieur Lla:val lo Berlin and America

turned out heller than the predictions seiemed to show, but the firsl
« vole of confidence » asked on his return from Washington gave a
very narrow majoril}>. .. The resignation of Paul-Boncour from the
Socialist Party - a very important defection, announced Nov, 22 actuall}) gives a leader to a new <1 lndepe11denl » part}) ... On the very
day of the lunation, a tempest broke on the English Channel and the
A llantic, with 9 shipwrecks in 48 hours ,and a week later the Atlantic
Coast of the Bay of Bise~)} was ravaged l)11 a cyclone which whirled
inland and caused extensive destruction.
On page 141 and again on 142 the general conditions for the
United States were declared favo urable irr the following terms : For
the United States the outlook is peaceful, with a definite movement on
!he part of the European nations to establish friendliness. And again :
Rather sudden restoration of confidence. Right at the beginning of
the lunation following the sudden boom in wheat, there was a strong

(and perhaps excessive) confidence boom, rnenf orced b}) the steel market towards the end of the lunation, exactl}) in keeping with prediction for renewed business activities in the December-January lunatiqn.
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I

KNOW my own creation was divine.
Strewn on the breezy continents I see
The veined shells and burnished scales which once
Enclosed my being - husks that had their use;
I brood on all the shapes I must attain
Before I reach the perfect, which is God,
And dream my dream; and let the rabble go;
For I am of the mountains and the se.'l ,
The deserts and the caverns in the earth,
The catacombs and fragments of old worlds.

I was a spirit on the mountain-top,
A perfume in the valleys, a simoon
On .arid de~erts, a nomadic wind
Roaming the universe; a tir.eless Voice.
-I was ere Romulus and Remus were;
I wa.s ere Nineveh and Babylon;
I was and am and evermore shall be,
Progressing, never reaching to the end.
A hundred years I trembled in the grass,
The delicate trefoil' that muffled wann
A slope on Ida; for an hundred years
Moved in the purple gyl'le of those dark flowers
The Grecian women strew upon the dead.
Under the earth, in fragment glooms, I dwelt;
Then in the veins and sinews of a. pine
On a lone island till the hand of Go~
Let down the lightning from .a sultry sky,
Splintered the pine, and split the iron rock;
And from my odorous prison-house, a. bird,
I in its bosum, darted...
A century was as a single day.
What is a d.a y to an immortal soul ?
A breath, no more .....
So was it destined, and thus came I hel'IO
To walk the earth and wear the fnrm of Man,
To su1fer bravely as becomes my state,
One step, one grade, one cycle nearer God.
:Reprinted from « The Ring of Return », compiled by Eva. Martin (Hetfer
and Sons; O.a.mbridge).

..fauournblt <!!ltments fot JDtc.-Jan".
NOTE. - By reason of repeated requests from re:i.ders; these ualy....
of favourable dates have been cla-ssified. They are generaJ, o! cou?M; tile
dates favourable to each person must be calculated from his or her own.
horoscope. (American readers will remember that Atlantic Time is 5 hrs.
earlier, Paciti<: Time is 8 hre. earlier. India. is 5 1/ 2 hrs. later; Australia 10
hrs; .and New 2tealand 11 1/ 2 hrs. later)
OR GENERAL PURPOSES. - F.a.vonrable Da.11 and J!oura ..._
According to Solar. Lunar and planetary aspects the most favourable days will be : Dec. 21st, even; 23rd, after; 25th, morn;
·
28th, all day; 31st, morn; Jan 1st, after and even; 3rd, all day;
5th after; 6th, morn; 10th, mol'D; 13th, morn, 16th, after;
18th morn and even; 21st, morn.
Unfavourable Days and Hours. - 24th, all day; 25th, after and even; 26th,
noon; 29th, all day; 30th, after; Jan 1st, morn; 4th, after and even; 8th,
after; 10th, after; 11th, after; 13th, even; 14th, all day; 15th, &fter and
even; ] 6tb, morn; l!Jth, all day.

F

ENGAGEMENT AND MARRIAGE. - Favonraible Da.ys a.nd J!ours for
l'/Cat.ters pertaining to affairs of the Heart Best Day of the Month for a. llrlan..
- 13th morn. Best Day of the Month for a Woman - Ja.n. 5th. Other Good
days
The month is not f:n·onrahle for marriage, on the whole, eveu the
lwo days mentioned being only tolerably goo<l.
Unfavnrablc Days and Hours. - Worst Da.y of the Month for a Mall .Tan. llth. Worst Day of the Month for a. W-0man - Jan 11th - several
bad aspects on this day. Other bad days - Dec. 30th, Jan. 14th.
BUSINESS AND FINANCE. - Favourable Days and Hours - Best Dt.7
for Finance - Jan. 5th. Best Day for Steady Business - Dec. 26 morn. Best
Day for New V-enture or Speculation - None very hrilliant. In general, this
month i!' 110~ one to branch out financially, at all, This fact is quite striking
when takeu in accord with the lunation.
Unfavourable Days and Hours - Worst Day for Finance - Dee. 29th.
Worst Day for Steady Business - Jnn. 16th. Worst Day for New Venture
or Speculation - Dec.30 th (unless overseas) Jan 7th (either Vf!rY good or
very bad).
VOYAGES AND TR.AVEL. - Fa7ourable Da.ys - Best Da.y to Start .Jau. 20th. Other Good Da.ys - Dec. 30th.
Unfavourable Days. - Worst Da.y to Start - Jan 8th. Other Bad Da.11 Dec. 24th.
SURGICAJ_, OPERA 'l'JONS - Ii rrnnge, if possible, hatw(len, Doo. 21 a.nd
24. and between .Jan. 8 and 21. Most F.avoura.ble Day and Hour - Ja.n. 20th
9,45 a.m.
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Prof. ERNESTO BOZZANO
Pre11tldeu& of &be lto.lhHt

~atloual

l!Jph•ltualh•t A .• •Oclatteu, aatl •

'W'Ol'ld·authe..lty on l,•ycblc - t t e r •

At firs t sight, this bol'uscope is dise-0ncerting. One does not expect to
fl.'ttd five planets in Earth.'· signs in lhe nativity of a scientist who specialises
in such subtle matter:; as the etberic: vibrations from the Other-World.
But, in Astrology. e1· er~ l'ncl i>< of i111pur(.anc·e aud it is peculiarly ueeessary
·not to fall into the errM of' U\·cepting only thoise indications which fit in
easily. There are, tuen, fiye µJanets in Earthy signs bnt six are in Mutable
signs and this ~;i . e:o fle~:i:Jilil.y <lnd tl1<' ability to vie1I' sevel'al sides of a
question; then, st.ill lHJre ~ • 1·iki11g, seven planets are in negative or receptive
signs, whieh iruli c11te:; a ,·e1·y high recepti1•ity. The five planets 4: in Earth :.
therefore, fall into line. and I bis sets forth the rhief characteristic of PL'of.
Bozzano''s wo.1·k -

his higl1 1·c<·cpti vit,v t,o i uspim l iorml ideas of lofty r each,

and his intensi1 e desil'e 10 give a stai)le and sc:ientific explanation to « psychic > and « spiri tisiic ~ phenomena without lessening their trnth 01· tarnishing tlieir beauty.
This int.eeprctarion is justified by tbe fact that the horoscope in question
is one of « hig·IJ 1·ibra!ions :». How may this be determined ? Yery simply.
For example, the emotions are carried to a high degl'ee of perception : Venus
:iutl tile ~loon are in pxnltation, and Neptune is in dig·ni ty. Aga.in, the two
great pla11ets of l he mind - .J npiter, rernrent thought witll its eharacteristic
of broad-mindedness, 1111d Satnru, the planet of strict reason and logic - are
in c-oujnnction in t he inl.elleetual and seientific sign of Virgo, and, mot·eover,
in House X, tbe House of Occupation aud Honours, both admirably a,.;pec-led .
.\gaill. tlie Sun, heing iii euujunction with Mercul'y (intensifying the l11Lter
,•J:rnet) is in trine witb Jupiter and Saturn and this trine is from Capric:orn,
the zocli<1ral sign which l'nles a calm ancl stead,Y judg·ment.
So far, then, the horoscope very definitely indicates the thinker; we ruay
uow ask if it. show~ fo rth to whieh line of thought this mental pol\ver may
be directed. The chart rep lies without h~itation - the interest is concentrated cm Neptnnc, the planet wbicb rules mecliumship, and on the Moon,
misti·ess or t!ie A,;l rnl W tiriol . J\nd if we combine these fa.etors with the
exaltations ~ih·enli,,· meutit1nl·d, it bec.omes evideut that the Moon and Neptune
are sl l'ongl,v ree nforc~cl in their iufluence, but that they will still 1·emain
snbjee:t to t'l1c s«ientific and i;1I el leetual clement.
'l'he al tent.ion ol' a;;t:t:ologieal students ma:v also be drawn to the quintiles
a.nd bi-quintile,; in the chart, for, acrorcling to the special studies of pentago1rnl aspects whi<'h lta 1·e been mnde by this Institute, this group of Aspects
indicates a rel111 ion t.o occmlt ur psychic powers, Ol', as in this case, a speeial
interest (herein. lt ma,v be noted that, in the strict sense of the wQ1xi, this
horoscope is not « oceult '.>' at all, and it is c>urious lo see ·how, none the
less, there is a definite concentration on the psychic problem. This nativity
is a good example of the justness with whicli celestial influences hove1· over a
birth to give a special turning to the life.
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OMPARING THE ZODIAC in which our earth and
'
the other planets m,ove, with the greater zodiac in which the
~
Sun with its system moves, we note certain di~erences as
well as similarities. A lthough stellar bodies move in opposite
directions through the signs in the two zodiacs, yet the sign Aquarius
remains as the central sign or period of the first quarter of the cycle
in either zodiac; this i:; because Aquarius (J od) represents the direct
link between the unm.:nifested and the manifested. We should also
note that the position of the letters of the tetragrammaton remains
unchanged. The serpent's head and tail (Caput and Cauda) are at
the division between Aries and Pisces, in both zodiacs. But in the
Cosmo zodiac the cycle begins at the .serpent's tail, while in the
smaller zodiac the year begins at the division between Sagittarius and
Capricorn or at our winter solstice when days begin to lengthen. And
in the Cosmo zodiac the sign « Scorpio » is changed to « Aquila >
or Eagle. Compare with Ezek. 1 : 10 and Revel. 4 : 7.
Nations, organizations, races, etc., have their cycles, from start to
finish. The Caucasian or White race seems to have originated toward
the close of the third quarter of the past great Cycle or in the maternal
sign Cancer, about 9.000 years ago. That sign or period represents
«zeal~ or eagerness, and during the next period Gemini (the Twins).
the race began to develop the quality of knowledge and will-power
(I'aurus), which finally led to a division of the race into two parts,
now lmewn as the Orientals and the Occidentals. And ~t the beginning of the last period (Aries) of the past great Cycle, special preparations for the new great Cycle were started.
With Abraham began the s~paration of the < two opposites > of
the race, the East and the West branch (see Gen. 12 : 1) ; and the
teaching of Moses made a link between the past and the present great
Cycles. Abraham and Moses lived during Aries of the past great
Cycle. if, according to Ussher, Abraham was born 1996 and Moses
died 1451 B. C. The patriarch•s name was first A B R A M =

·.............. .

~..

;

.1 2 100 1 ~o

ON CYCLES

ts;

144 = 9, (Hehr MR BA= 243 = 9); number 9 signifie~ the
40 200 2 I
end of a round or age. He was selected from the land of Ur
(R
U A= 207 = 9), which name also terminates on 9. Ur or
200 6 1
Aur meams « light » or enlightenment. But his later name
AB R
A HAM= 145 = 10 indicates him as the first link (10)
1 2 200 I
40
in the chain that connects the old and the new great Ages.
Abraham was to be the « Father of a multitude of nations »
(Gen. 17 : 4) ; this we find is quite true, for his descendants now
constitute the occidental nations. A braham's first son Ishmael. had
twelve sons whose descendants were absorbed into other tribes and
became the Slavonic nations. Ishmael's half-brother Isaac had two
sons. Esau and Jacob who were twins. Esau or Edom (both aames
M
mean <t. red» or «hairy», ES AU= 609 = 15. ED 0
= 852 = 15; com.pare with the 15th arcanum of the Tarot-the
Devil,) had five sons and their descendants intermarried with tribes
living along the Mediterranean coast and finally incarnated into the
< Latin > nations. T he descendants of Jacob (surnamed
IS R
A EL = 349 = 16 = 7, Victory,) were intended not
to mix with other people (compare Gen . .24 : 3) and they held toge:ther as « the 12 tribes » until King Solomon died; then_ they were
divided into the « kingdom of Judah » - with the two tribes of
Judah and Benjamin - and the « kingdom of Israel », the ten
tribes. The descendants of the kingdom of Judah - the Jews have been and still are, able to keep themselves as a distinct nation,
although deprived of a country of their own. But the descendants of
« the tribes » emigrated westward from Assyria, at the close of the
last and the beginning of the present great Age, and were absorbed
by or incarnated among the people of central and northern Europe,
.
the Saxons and Teutons.
In the New T ,estament: the descendants of Abraham are spoken of
aa three different branches of people : 1) - the Jews; 2) - the
lost sheep of the house of Israel; 3) - the Gentiles. These nations
make up the western or occidental branch - the positive or :QJ.asculine part - of the Caucasian race of which its eastern or ot iental
branch is the negative or feminine part. But whether all the occidental
nations really are the historical descendants of Abraham, or not, the
fact remains that the Caucasian or.White race is now divided into its
two. opposites - the ~a.s! and th~ :w~s! - ~ith 9istin~! ang vezy, dif-
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fcrent characteristics. When the orientals and the occidentals have
learned to understand each other's true nature, and know their relation to each other, and act in harmony with each other, then new
conditions of great importance will be created. For all new things are
created by the harmonious cooperation of two opposites. New and
advanced conditions of peace will result when the western mind
perceives and values the beneficial inward and meditative mentality
of the orientals; and when the eastern mind can use properly the good
and practical methods of the west.
About 4.300 years ago, our Sun and solar system entered the last
period Aries or Ram, of the past great Cycle or Age. During that
period the important religious symbols were the Lamb and the Ram.
Previously during about 2. 160 years - the period of Taurus - the
most significant symbols had been the Ox, or the Bull, especially in
Egypt. But when the new great Age began, about 2, 160 years ago,
the « Lamb that stood in the midst of the throne and of the four
living ones, was slain », (Rev. 5 : 6), and the symbol was changed
to Pisces (Fishes, feet - a new foundation) ; we entered the « tail >
of the Serpent, and through the « new covenant ~ we received new
and additional teaching, given by the Master of the new great Age.
So, according to both ancient and modern mystics we are now entering Aquarius, the Water - man, or the second period of the great
Cycle.
The Aquarian sign is often pictur.ed as a man pouring out the
« water of life » over the earth. As this sign represents the first principle of the tetrad or quaternary (J od, Father, White, etc.) it means
the outpouring of a greater manifestation of the Cosmic Spirit on our
globe during the coming 2. 160 years. It will be the inspiration of
special knowledge that will guide the race all through this Age or until
the next great Cycle begins after 24.000 years. The Universal Spirit,
Christ, will now be more fully and correctly understood and also
begin its true manifestation, which could. not be during the past
Piscean period, although some more or less sucessful atteµ1pts were
made by the ancient Essenes and other societies to bring the new Christ
teaching into operation. But this Aquarian Spirit-outpouring was
often preached and talked about as « the second coming of Christ >
- a quite correct statement when properly understood. And the new
teaching which was given in the form of the symbolic « Story of
Jcsus the Christ > has been carefully preserved, although poorly or
little understood and sometimes distorted in its interpretation.

(To be continued)_
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lParts,

A. VOLGUINE

w

xx
E CONTINUE, here, the listing of the Parts, or
Fortunes, as principally used by the Arabs, the present
list being according to Alcabitius, the first three Houses
having been set forth in the November SEER :

HOUSE IV. - l) Part of the Father. D iurnal, Sun to Saturn; Nocturnal, Saturn to Sun; apply to Ascendant. (This is the same as Aid from Brothers); 2) Part of Death of Father. The same as Parl of Brothers; 3) Part
of Years lo come. Diurnal, from the Lord of lhe House wherein is the Sun
to Saturn; Nocturnal, the reverse; apply to Ascendant: 4) Part of Inheritances. From Saturn to the Moon, apply to Ascendant.
HOUSE V. - l) Part of Children, Diurnal. Jupiter to Saturn; Nocturnal. the reverse; apply to Ascendant. (The same as the Part of Life. to be used
as the laller in connection with the 1st House. but as the Part of Children when
in connection with the 5th House); 2) Part of the Period for H<I1'ing Children From Mars to Jupiter. apply to Ascendant. (Use both l st and 5th Houses) ; 3) Part of sex of children. From Moon to Jupiter, apply to Ascendant;
4) Part of sex !Jf native. Diurnal, from the lord of the sign where is the Moon,
to the Moon: Nocturnal. the reverse; apply to Ascendant; 5) Part of Jupiter
as lo children. From Mars to Jupiter; apply to Ascendant, interpret as for the
2nd House: 6) Part of love for children. From Venus to Saturn, apply to A scendant; 7) Part of Future of Children, From Moon to Venus, apply to Ascendant.
HOUSE VI. - 1) Part Azemana, or Part of Weakness of the Body,
Diurnal, Saturn to Mars, Nocturnal, the reverse: apply to Ascendant; 2) Part
of Servants. Diu~nal F rom Mercury to Part of Fortune, Nocturnal. the reverse,
apply to Ascendant. Also calculated from Mercury to Moon in the same way.
(This deals with vassals rather than servants and is not much used in modern
times).
HOUSE VII. 1) Part of the Marriage of a Man. Diurnal, Sun to
Venus; Nocturnal, the reverse; apply to Ascendant; 2) Part of the Marriage
of a Woman. Diurnal. Venus to Saturn; Nocturnal, the reverse; apply to As·
cendant. Also : from Venus to the Descendant, apply to Ascendant; 3) Part
of time of Marriage. From Saturn to V enus, apply to Ascendant.
HOUSE VIII. -

1) Part of Death, of the Planet of Death Diurnal,
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from the Ascendant to the Moon; Nocturnal, the reverse; apply to Ascendant:
otherwise stated, in a diurnal nativity, the place of the Moon; 2) Part of the
Planet of the Year of Death. From Saturn to the Lord of the sign ruling the
last New Moon prior to birth, apply to Ascendant. (This is difficult of application in modern times, since the planetary ml rs of years as used today in
onomantic astrology are not definitely known to be the same as in tradition) ;
3} Part of Prisons. Diurnal, from Saturn to the Part of F ortnne; nocturnal,
the reverse; apply to Ascendant. (This should more rightly be considered in
connection with the 12th House).
HOUSE IX. - 1) Part of travel by land. From Lord of the 9th H~uee
to the cusp of the 9th House, apply to Ascendant; 2) Part of travel by water.
Diurnal from Saturn to 15° of C411ccr; nocturnal, the reverse; apply to Ascendant; 3) Part of Religion Diurnal, from Moon lo Mercury; nocturnal, the reverse; apply to Ascendant.
HOUSE X. - 1) Part of Actions of N ative. Same as Part of Inheritances in the 4th House; 2) Part of Kings. Fr<'m the Sun to the Mid-Heaven,
apply to A1Jcendaut; 3) Part of Possibilities of Kingship. From the Sun to the
Mid-Heaven, count from Jupiter; 4) Part of the Mother, Diurnal, from Venus to the Moon, Nocturnal, the reverse, apply to A scendant. In a nocturnal
birth this is the same as the Part of the Future of Children in the Sth House.
HOUSE XI. - I) Part of Friends. From the Moo!l to Mercury. apply
to the Ascendant, Re fer to Part of Servants arid Part of Religion; 2) Part of
results derived from friendship Diurnal, from the P art of Fortune to the Part
of Futures; Nocturnal, the reverse; apply to Ascendant, Refer to Part of Affection or Venus, and Part of Poverty.
HOUSE XII. - 1J Part of Enemie.s Frrm the Lord of the 12th House
to the cusp of the 12th House, apply to Ascendant; 2) Part of M aunts or
Riding Animals, same as Part of Enemies. Po~sibly this latter may prove to be
applicable to mechanical means of transportation.

This list of Alchabitius gives 46 Parts, of which several are identical, which diminishes their number. The list of Oger-Ferrier mentions 47, and that of C adbury, 27, but neither of the three is complete,
In my final example as showing the influence of the Astrologcal
Parts I use all the three lists, and their relationship is especially interesting. In the next instalment, I will give the lists of Oger Ferrier
and Cadbury.
(To be continued}

To be sure that men shall mock at you, it is but necessary to claim
powers lhat you do not possess.

9pirit tijanbs of 1!1am~
Prof. ERNESTO BOZZANO

ARRYING FORWARD the purposes~ forth in my
last artic~e of giving another case wherein the phantom
~
spoke at length to tho. percipient, I quote td-ie example
reported by Prof. Vincent Collis of Chrudim, Czechoslovakia. an annount of which appeared in La Revue Spirite (1926.
page 320).

C

•1

Quite recently an old number (August 2 5, 1891 ) of the Czech newspaper

Chradimski Kvaj, a daily paper of a political and economic character, came
into my hands, and, under the heading « Courts of Justice », an article au'..·
titled « The Soul which Cannot Rest » attracted my attention. Taking ittto
consider11tion the importance which the facts given may have as bearing upon
Psychic science, noting their undeniable authenticity, their documentary value
and their convincing character - so great as perhaps to settle the eternal controversy as to the reality of survival after death - I take pleasure in s~dintl
you a translation of the article, since it does nol seem yet to have appeared in
any of the leading psychical journals.
The articJe was entitled : « The Soul Which Cannot Rest ~ . and was a atriet
journalistic report of a court hearing before the Circuit Court {lt Chrudim. The
report reads as follows :
Our readers may remember the mysterious murder of Anne Mracek, \he
wife of Jean Mracek, owner of a small hut and a track worker on the Northwest Railway Line at Vojtcchcv. in the sub-prefecture of Illinako.
On the I I th of September, 1890, towards evening, Anne Mracek left her
hut to try and gather some be~ding for the cows - and she never retu{Iled.
'The ne>.t day her body was found in some bush.cs besides a small stream
which flowed near by, and it was seen that she had been shot in thi back.
Who fired the shot} And for what motive} A't firat these questions seem,ed
impossible of answer. A certain suspicion fell upon the husband, who, after
having been detailed for three months, was set at liberty, since no definite evi·
clenee could- be obtained againet him. Su&'p'icio'n DC~ fell tipon tW Came ~&
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of the district. Joseph Zavrel and Michel Vesely. farmers of the region, They,
t-oo, were set free a little later their families and servants having borne witness
that, during the night in question, neither farmer had left his house. Since there
were no further clues, investigation subsided, and the whole matter was rapidly
ainking into oblivion when, suddenly, tive months later, new evidence of a most
1triking and UneJtpected character was produced.
On the 21st of February, then, Joseph Kreil, a farmer, presented himulf
at the offu:e of the Prosecutor-General, and, still trembling with fright, made
the following extraordinary declaration :
< A few days ago, near midnight. I felt myself to be awakened by some
strange and irresistible force, and, opening my eyes, I saw Anne Mracek beside by bed, all in white. I hadn't any trouble in recognising her. Thoroughly
frightened, I got ready to run. But the ghost said to me :
< Don't be afraid. It was Lastuvka (a nickname given to Joseph Zavrel)
who killed me with a shot, and the other, Vesely, dragged me into the stable
on Lastuvk's farm. Go to the village priest and tell him just what I have told
you. He will look after the rest'.
< Three times the ghost repeated this. and then it disappeared. I was quite
awake, by that time, and in any case, it wasn't a dream. I looked at the clock
and saw that it was just half an hour past midnight.
< I hadn't been in any drinking place the preceding evening, I hadn't taken
a glass of spirits, not even a glass of beer. No one had been speaking to me
specially about the affair. or otherwise I might have thought Lhe vision to be
due to what I had heard. I am quite a stranger to the village of Voitjechov, and
still more so to the Anne Mracek affair - it never had any interest to me. »
It was in this simple and direct fashion that Kreil told the story of his strange nocturnal visitor. But this was not the only occasion. A second, a third,
a fourth time the phantom appeared, always at the same hour and always under the same circumstances as those of the 6rsl night, only that on the fourth
visit the dead woman threatened to haunt Kreil until he followed her instructions.
The poor fellow could not tell what was going to happen, Nobody believed
his stories while, he. night after night, was similarly disturbed. This continued.
Again the phantom, standing beside Kreil' s bed, began the story again in
exactly t~ same words :
< Don't be afraid. It was Lastuvka who killed me with a shot and Vesely. >
His teeth chattering with fright and a cold sweat on his forehead, yet the
aggravated victim blurted out :
< Well, then, give me some proof of what you say. or, any way, some sian
that I can show so that folks will believe me. >
The phantom answered :
< As for proofs, I am not yet able to give them; but if you want a sign,
come closer. :>
Kreil. almost without any will of his own, obeyed, got out of bed and lighted
a candle, The ghost remained in the same spot, close beside the bed, upright.
< Come closer », said the dead woman, and when Kreil came forward,
she raised her right arm and laid her hand firmly on the man's shoulder. Kreil,
panic-stricken, his kness giving way beneath him, kept his eyes fixed on Annie
Mracek for several minutet, taking in every detail of her appearance and her

SPIRIT HANDS OF FLAME
dre~s. Finally he saw the form fade little by little, dissolve ·and disappear.

The next morning he went to the village priest and told the story, and it
was upon the advice of the priest that he set out for Chrudim to tell the whole
affair to the Prosecutor-General. The latter took the matter seriously and establish~d a deposition, This was duly written down, signed and witnessed, Then,
to the magistrate's amazement, Kreil unbuttoned the neck band of his shirt, and
revealed on the left shoulder the « sign » of the phantom, the black marks of a
band with the fingers outspread. All the' five fingers, and especially the thumb,
were clearly visible.
Following upon this deposition and this strange « proof », the husband of
the dead woman furnished further clues which led to new charges against Zavrel
and Vesely. The i?vestigation was reopened, and the results were surpris~ng.
Together with the two men accused, all the members of their families and all
their servants were arrested for complicity and false witness. Strangers also
brought new testimony. Under a further trial the facts of the death of Anne
Mracek were found to be as follows :
·
The 11th of September, in the evening, the two Game Lessees went to the
fo;:est to get some game. Luck was against them 1and they came 9ack emptyhanded. It was nearly dark and had begun to rain. N evertheless Zavrei, returning and when near his beet -root field, saw something in the middle of the field
which moved up and down. He could not tell whether it was a human being or
a deer. As he approached, the dim figure started to run. Zavrel followed.
< Stop I Or I fire I » he cried.
Just at that minute - so his own story ran - he stumbled, the finger pressed the trigger as he ·fell, and the cartridge exploded. The fleeing form ran on.
Zavrel, picking himself up, resumed the pursuit, but a few strides furth~r
on, the figure collapsed beneath the willows on the edge of the little stream, at
the end of the field, Zavrel, coming up, was stupefied to find that his victim was
Anne Mracek, who for 16 years prior to lier marriage had been a domestic
in the house, and who, from time to time, helped when the work was heavy.
Zavrel was willing to give himself up to justice, but Vesely urged him not
to do so, as there were no witnesses. The latter dragged the body into a stable,
but early the followning, having thought over the best thing to be done, the
two men deposited the body under the willows. Thus it was that when the
husband found the body, next morning, he remarked that thou.gh it had been
raining all night, and the corpse was stiff, yet the clothing of the dead woman
was quite dry... The report then gives the names of magistrates, lawyers and
witnesses in the case.

Not a single one of the « naturalistic » hypotheses is effective in
this case : neither hallucination, telepathy, cryptaesthesia, cryptom-:
nesia, clairvoyance of the past and present, nor even the « cosmic
reservoir of individual memories » suffices to explain the sum total
of these facts, to say nothing of the incidence of a scorch-mark of a:
Hand of Flame w.bi~h! j.n i~lf~ is su{fig~t !o invalidat~ a.U these hr,·
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potheses. Furthermore, the case is authentiicated by a judicial inquiry
by the depositions and confessions of the accused, by numerous witnesses and especially by that of the Prosecutor-General of the prcr
vince of Chrudim who saw with his own eyes the marks of the Hand
of Fire on the shoulder of the percipient. All these circumstances
taken together· form a striking and decisive proof. ;;:
It remains now for us to take into conHideration the possibility of
an imprint of a Hand of Flame in the terms of the hypothesis of
« stigmata by emotional auto-suggestion :• . In the present case, we
have to deal with the imprint of a Hand of Fire scorched upon the
skin of the percipient during an emotional crisis. Theoretically, therefore, we cannot set aside this possibility.
At the same time, I desire to point out !that to admit this hypothesis, in this case, would be to pretend to analyse one of the cases presented without paying any attention to the others, a most unscientific
proceeding. Furthermore, this would tend to divide the phenomena
into two categories, of which one would co.ntain the cases which were
marked on human flesh, and which woul1d be classed as subjective
and auto-suggestive phenomena; while th~! other would contain the
cases where scorch-marks were produced upon woven materials and
on objects, and these wou'ld be classed as phenomena of super-normal
or mediumnistic origin. This, again, would be in direct opposition to
scientific method, which requires that a hypothesis which explains
the whole of the facts may be admitted; that which explains only
a portion of the facts may be excluded.
It follows that if, in our study of these cases, scorch-marks should
be simultaneously obtained upon the hum.an body and upon doth
and other objects, those who do not wish to depart from scientific
method (which is also the method of logic and good sense) must
adopt the hypothesis which explains the wl~ole of the facts in determining them to be of a super-normal or m~!diUDUlistic character. We
need only admit that there may be possible: exceptions to the rule, in
which the emotional state of a percipient very amenable to suggestion
had rendered possible a rudimentary phenomenon of « stigmata >.
Briefly, we may say that this possibility is to be admitted in theory
in exceptional circumstances - so excepti,onal, in actual fact, that
we do not know a single case which would justify this explanation.
(To be continued)
Eycry man has two Creators : Cod and himself.
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.A.IMEi. BLECH
HE LITTLE STABLE at Bethlehem shelters a O.ivUie
Guest. Child Jesus sleeps in the manger, and the straw
keeps him warm. He sleep:;, the little fists tight closed, and
the baby head is surrounded with a faint aureole of gold.
On the ground, on a heap of straw, the Mother sleeps, her pale
face showing the traces of suffering. Joseph, seated, his elbows on
his knees and his head in his hands, has fallen asleep also, in spite <>f
his intention to keep watch and ward.
The faint luminosity which comes from the manger keeps the stable
from being entirely dark, and this light enables the other dwellers in
the stable to see each other.
There are two of them - the Ox and the Ass\
The Ox and the Ass are not asleep; the happenings of the cvcN.ng
have stirred their brains. Animals know how to 'live - their own
lives, that is to say - and, in order not to awaken their guests, the
Ox and the Ass exchange ideas in a murmur.
Everyone knows that on Christmas night, all beasts have permission
to talk with human speech. The Ox and the Ass take this occasion
to talk together. What is it that they arc saying }
« You saw them come, Comrade >, remarks the Ass, waggjng his
long ears, « I was late coming back with that load of sacks. Tell
me what happened >.
« I was coming back from the watering-trough with the mistreea >,
came the more stolid tone of the Ox. « Those two were there, on the
threshold; the door was open. The poor woman trembled, she looked
tired. The man - he with the long beard who has dropped asleep.
there - came to the m.is~rcss, and spoke to her. I could aot hes
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w•t ~ e.aid. but he seemed to be asking something. You know, the
Dlist;reH i1 not an unkind woman, and she nodded.
<Go in there I I heard her say. It was she who gave them straw.
c It was getting to be dark. The woman moaned a litde in a low
voice, and the mistress seemed to be busy making her comfortable,
They did not piak,e much noise, but, while chewing the cud, I could
hear most of what she said. Then, quite suddenly. the moaning
atopped and I heard a little cry. A child - that .one there in the foodbox - was born. ·
·
·
c But that is not what was surprising, Comrade - > and even the
stolid tone of the Ox took on a warmer tone. « The door was closed
and I had seen no one come in, but hardly had the baby come than
the stable was full of folk. They were in white, with turbans round
their heads, and their bumouses gleamed as if there were a light
~side. Their faces were darker than those of the folk in our village.
They seemed pleased, and talked quite excitedly in little groups. No,
I c9uldn't understand all they iaid. Then they went, one after the
other, to the manger; and seemed to bow to the new-born baby. It
was quite nice to watch. The last one was so bright that when h~
went to the manger I had to tum my head away; it dazzled my eyes.
But I saw the baby smile at him.
< One thing puzzled me. I couldn't make out why neither the
mistress, nor the mother and the father, paid any attention to all the
i}eople. They acted just as though they didn't see thein. >
· c That was not polite ! > declared the Ass, disapprovingly.
c There was more than that ~, the Ox went on. < When the cere~ony was going on - because I should call that a ceremony - I
heard voices singing, like those of the young men who go through the
streets of Bethlehem on the Sabbath - the day that we rest and
don't work >.
c The good Sabbath r ~ commented. the Ass.
c It wa.s singing like that, only better. I couldn't tell where it came
Iron).. But I remember some of the words. >
c.T ~I me them ~, said the Ass.
The Ox thought for a while, for his thoughts were ilow, like his
measured speech, and then he said :
Ic Thou art the temple of the Divine Spirit. Blessed ! Thou art the
messenger of the Living God. Blessed r Peace on Earth and Good:will., !owu~
Men. J3lessed I ~
..

..

.THE ox· AND THE ASS
.

J
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..
·: ..
« It is.very fine, no do.uh~, thoqgh l ~on.'t know what it all m~am .~,
sad the
Ass. « . But
. this
baby must be an extraordinarJ
.
.. certa~nly
:
.
person. >
.
..
·« I like him ~. said the Ox. « I thould like Jo ~atho on bkft ad
~

wami l'1im with. my breath. :.
« And ~ », said the Ass, who was

no~ easily moved

t-0 tend.enaeu,
I ~hould be quite willing to stroke h1s little hand with my tongue. >

«

.

Suddenly, the Ox and the Ass looked at each other, bewildered.
What was happening ".\
A slight noise was heard in the manger. The new-born rose, as
though held on his feet. One hand grasped the edge of the manger,
the other was raised in a gesture of commandment.
As though by ·. enchantment, the walls of the stab'le disappeared.
Under the starlit sky, the countryside around Bethlehem appear~.
btit all in the profoundest sleep.
An angel of vast proportions, with white out-sweeping wings; clefl:
the sky in rapid flight. In his arms was a large cross, black and sombre
against the whiteness of his form; on his head was a Crown of Thoms,
Sweeping downward, he halted his flight and remained poised a fey.'.
yards abov·e the ground where the stable had stood.
.
There, upon the background of the starry sky and the dim distan·
ces of the dark mountains, vision after vision passed, luminous, rapid.
having no other spectators than Child Jesus, upright in the manger and· the Ox and the Ass.
The banks ot the Jordan appeared. In the shallow waters ~f the
river stood a young man, a linen girdle about his loins; his attitud~
was full of nobility, his eyes sweet and pure. In front of him stood
hermit, with a rough beast's hide around him; he sprinkled t~e y~ung
man with w:;.ter and blessed him. Suddenly, rapid as 'lightning, a tiny
da;,zling form sped from the heavens and poised itself for a moment
on the· young man's head'. Then it disappeared, but left .a circle of
living gold upon his forehe~d.
.
And again a choir 'of voices sang.
But the Ox and the Ass could not ·understand all the words.

a

The shores of the Jordan fad.ed. Under a fig-tree on the top of a
little hilt Jesus spoke to a crowd of people. The golden aureole was
about his . head; all hearts were moved... But the supsct was red,
of b:Iood;
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Again; a street. To this young man came those in pain; the blind
and the walked. From the outstretch~d. hand of the Healer
q>arks seemed to pass, and a strange luminosity glowed from his
nnaers.
· And the Ox thought of the pale light he had seen in the manger.
~aw

The next vision showed Jerusalem, its minarets and towers, glowing

in a golden sunrise, Jesus, riding on an ass, entered the city, the people
throwing palm-branches and strewing flowers in the way.
And a strange pride stirred in the heart of the Ass that one of his

kind should have shared the triumphal entry.
Then the sky grew dark, heavy with brooding sto~ Painfully
e,lim.bing a steep hill, the same figure of Jesus was seen, pale and
weary, his robes torn and stained, the wrists bleeding from the cord
riiat bound them. Again a delirious crowd followed, but this time
elamoring for death...

All

disappear~d.

« What do you think of it all ? > queried the Ass.
< It seems to me that this baby must have something to do with it :.
answered the

Ox, after due reflection.

Then followed other scenes: persecutions, riches and poverty, wars

of religion, crusades, inquisitors, and instances of mutual hatreds from
which no church or sect is free. Many of these were terrible to see.
The Ox and the Ass were stricken with horror, though understanding nothing of the reason of what they saw. But on the forehead of
the new-horn babe were drops of sweat and coming anguish overshadowed him.
·The hovering angel came to earth.
« Behold thy real Cross, Son of Man and Messenger of God. !
Thy Cross shall be to be misunderstood, misrepresented, to see thy
teachings travestied and disfigured, to become a banner for hypocrites
of every kind, to see thy doctrine of love and mercy presented by the
mailed hand of dogma. And thy Crown of Thoms, 0 Master, shall
be the w.ars waged in thy name, the tortures inflicted, the burnings at
the stake... ~
The stars had disappeared; day broke; the rose-flush of an Eastern
dawn showed on the horizon.
c Dawn ! > cried the archangel. « After a long night of ignorance
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and fanaticism, dawn will also come, and in the light of Wisdom
men will understand thy doctrine of peace, love and brotherhood,
Then shall the Cross fall to dust, and the Crown of Thoms be on
thy brow no more. Master I To thy task ! >

The first gleam of sunshine slipped through the chink of the stable
door - the stable of Bethlehem. It lighted the wall directly in front
of the Ox and Ass, marking the end of their night of permitted speech,
and was reflected into the manger where moved a tiny new-born baby.
Joseph, seated on a bundle of hay, busied himself knotting the
cords of his sandals.
Mary, to whose fair hair some straws st111 clung, holding to the
manger for support. in her wealC state, bent over the baby, singing a
little country song.
But what terrible fear would liave seized the heart of the mother
if the new-born had reveaied his awful secret, or if the Ox and Ass
had found speech anew, and had retold the strange and terrible visions of the night.

Tfae
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The Lama speaks :
« Listen, My Son, the gods envy us. Give up all ceremonies and
rites. Pity, divine Pity will enable you to abolish all sense of difference between yourself and others. and the notion of Space gives birth
to Pity.
.
< Listen, My Son, it is the Great Mystery of all the Buddhas in'
succession - Space, Emptiness; Meditate on Space.
« Listen, My Son, if you meditate on Form, you will never realise
the IT. It is impossible ; your thought will rear upwards like a horse
on the brink of an abyss. Leave form aside as you would throw a
cloak aside. By deep meditation you will enter into Space, into Emptiness, as a fish goes through the. water... And you will find that Emptiness is full.
J. MARQUES-RIVIERE.
In passing to the Land Beyond, we shall find ourselves ·dowered
with what we have given; impoverished by that which we have retained. ·

-
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FRANCIS ROLT-WHEJ<:LER

IX - The Phantom!!i4

or the

Living

YCANTHROPY, we have shown in a previous article.
really exists, and the tales and narratives concerning «werewolves » have received scientific approval, the modem psychological and psychic explanation differing but slightly
from that of the legend. In order to understand more easily the scientific. nature of that group of Invisible Beings which is classed as
« Phantoms of the Living ». it will be helpful to e:icamine a little
more closely the psychic,mechanism of the phenomenon of the «werewolf », for this phenomenon gives us a good and striking example of
the « projection of the astral body ~.
The essential of the « were-wolf > is an extremely close astral
connection between a living human and a living animal, so close that
when the animal is wounded in the forest, the man receives the wound
in his physical body several miles away. If. then, the astral body of
a man, temporarily obsessing the physical body of an animal. can
transfer to its own physical body a wound, it follows that the Astral
Body and the Physical Body are two different things, since the Physica'l .Body cannot obsess an animal. and is lying asleep or in trance
in a village while his A stral Body - not only in the animal's skin.
but in the animal's soul - is hunting in the forest a dozen miles away.
But, while they are two, they are extremely closely allied, since the
physical body of the man will receive instantly the shock or the wound
l·eceived by the animal, the Astral Body of the Man being the transmitter. This is the everyday « handkerchief » experiment of nearly
every psychic circle, but on a somewhat larger scale, and, once under~~ood. it makes many a matter clear.
In order to avoid a long analysis, let it suffice to state that a human
being is a much more complex entity than his mere material exterior
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suggests. Nearly all advanced metaphysical and metapsychical schools
are in agreement as to the seven bodies of man. We shall not trouble
to enter into such detatl, here. It will be sufficient to show that there
is a very clear distinction between Thought and M atter, and betwe~n
the Spirit and the Body. In order to establish relationship between
these two plan~s of the Human Being, a means of communication
must exist. This means is the Astral Body, and it is the Astral Body
(and som~times the EtheriC' Double) which is the prime factor in the
greater part of those apparitions which are known as « the phantoms
of the living ».
The Astral Body, then, is closely allied to the physical body, on
the one hand, and to the Spirit, on the other. (It is not quite the sam.e
as the Soul, but we will not enter upon subtleties) . Although almost
unknown to Scien~e. fifty years ago, the study of the Astral Body
has becom~ an essential in psychiatry. Numberless experiences, repeated many times and under control, show clearly that our materia'J and
physical self - which we usually call simply « our body » - is
on1ly an instrument in ~he service of the A stral Body. The physical
body witbcut the Astral Body is only an inert thing, a corpse; the
Astral Body .without a physical body is only a phantom in the material sphere. It is the incorporation of the one with the other that constitutes a living being.
T·he coincidence of the two creates a healthy and harmonious life;
a slight discoincidence gives rise to distress or disease; a teinporary
discoin<;idence wh!ch displaces the contacts of the vital centres is the
cause o(sleep; their entire discoincidence - so long as the « silver
cord » be not broken -- is the state of trance; their total discoincidence with the breaking of the silver cord, is death. The difference
between the living and the dead is that the living is guided and helped
by his Astral Body, while the dead no longer has this guidance.
The force of life does not inhere in the physical body. The princ;pal reason why neither biologist nor chemist has ever succeeded in
creating a « Homunculus » in the laboratory is the impossibility of
creating an A~tral Body, and that for the very simple reason that
this body does not belong to the plane of E arth. The Astral Body is
th~ master, the physical body is the servant; the Astral Body is the
wNker, the physical! body is the tool; and it is truer to regard the
physical body <-s a material shadow of the Astral Body. than to
regard the Phantom as an ephemeral part of the physical body.
It is also truer to state that the Astral Body is the phy5ical body·
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under another aspect, than to say that it resembles the physical body,
If the Astral Body of a man appears at the bedside of a sick mother,
half-way across the world, the mother will immediately reco81lize the
phantom as being her own son. And the phantom will actuaHy be
her own son, much more strictly so than hi,s physical body, since it is
his real c Self > unencumbered with gross matter.
Supposing that the son was entirely unconscious of this projection
of the Astral Body - and which probably took place during sleep
~ what has happened ? It is due simply to the fact that the son's
desire to see his mother became so intense that the Astral Body has
been able to free itself from the physical body, and with a swiftness
only a trifle less than that of light rays, has sped to the sick-room of
the moth~r. Such cases may be found reported by thousands in the
archives of different Societies for Psychical Research, and, in any
group of a dozen persons, it is rare not to find someone able to speak
of similar experiences.
There are two points of much import~uce to be considered, here.
Firstly : Why does the Astral Body or lthe c phantom :$ separate
itself more easily from the physical Lody during sleep ? and secondly,
Why is it that such apparitions are not mor·e common ? In the answers
to these two questions will be found the e.ssential explanations of the
detachment or the projection of the Astra.I Body.
The first question may be answered very simply by the fact that
the Astral Body is the «living clement > ·of the body. The wakened
state, even if it be merely to stand upright, requires a constant muscular interplay of much complexity; thouglht and will are in almost
unceasing mental activity, and it is by the JPOWers of the Astral Body
that a1ll the functions of the physical body and all the emotions.
thoughts, and aspirations, are maintained. It seems certain that some
very highly advanced adepts are able to project their Astral Body
in a state of semi-trance or even in wake:fulness, but, in such cases,
the physical body is under special control, and the exceptional case
does not bear upon the present consideration of the unconscious liberation of the Astral. Under all normal conditions, it is necessary that
the physical body be in sleep or in trance,, with the physical requirements correspondingly diminished and tlhe vital powers otherwise
occupied, to permit the Astral Se1f to relinquish - even for a few
moments - its perpetual guardianship anid control.
Our second question had to deal with the percipient. Why is it
that everyone does not see similar apparitions ? There are two reatcns. In the first place, projection of the astral requires an intensity
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of emotion of which not everyone is capable, and in the second place,
not every one is sensitive enough to see the phantom, even if it be
there. To use an illustration from the Wireless. the~ must first be a
station sufficiently powerful to emit the signals and a weak post
cannot do it; and secondly there must be a receiving station suffi·
ciently sensitive to receiv~ the signals - and, what is more, attuned
to them. One may bombard a house with the most powerful Wireles!
waves, but if there is no receiver in the house, occupants will hear
nothing. In the case that we have given, if the mother had not been a
« sensitive » she would have seen nothing; if she had been thinking
of her son at the time, then she would have < tuned in > to his Astral
Projection and thus facilitated clearness of vision.
In the bulky volumes entitled < Phantoms of the Living >. issued
by the London Society for Psychical Research, only controlled
cases were accepted - but hundreds were collected within a very
short space of time. People who were not sensitive saw nothing, it
was found, hut « sensitives > had visions constantly. The proportion
of sensitives in the population was small, fifty years ago, but it is
growing constantly. That the non-sensitive sees nothing has very little
to do with the matter; because a dull or primitive person has never
noticed a sunset d oes not prove that, in his country, the sky is always
grey.
Since the projection of the Astral Body occurs unconsciously in
sleep, in half-sleep and in trance, there should· be every reason to
suppose that one may learn to project it consciously. In a recently
« The Projection
published book, and one of great importance of the Astral Body », by Muldoon and Carrington (Rider and C 0 ,
London) - the different methods to be employed in projection arc
described in all simplicity and with much detail. Strictly speaking it
is not so much a « projection ~ as a disengagement, a setting free,
and the author indicates the importance of desire as an originating
factor, and of repetition in method. Muldoon, a young American
farmer, had this gift naturally, and spent many years in examining
the mechanism of it; on many occasions he projected his Astral Body
consciously to a place where it might be seen and recognised by
others.
A striking case of this character is that of a young teacher in
Switzerland, Several times the children in her class saw her seated
at her desk, but, looking out of the window, they saw her also gathe-ring flowers in the garden. l1he desire to be out of the stuffy schoolroom had caused the projection. Quite often in Brittany, a fisherman
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away on a six months Newfoundland fishing trip appears to his family,
giving rise to the foar that he is dead, but the boat returns at the end
of the season with all hands safe and well ; his loneliness, continuing
into sleep, had sent his Astral Body home across two thousand miles
of sea. In the O rient, many a guru or adept can reveal him-self to his
disciples in the same manner.
These apparitions at a distance are possible for the reason that the
Astra1 Body (in spite of the fact that the physical body is modelled
upon it) possc!:ses a vibratory force much more intense than that of
the material world. Distance, in the Astral, is not at all the same
thing as distance in the physical realm.
It is well knO\vn that a large proportion of the phantoms of the
iiving are phantorr.s of the dying, and that the projection of the Astral
Body occurs more readily shortly before death. As we have already
r'xplained, th is is quite natural, and as might be expected. The link
between Astr,J B ody. and physical body loses vigour, as death
approaches, the. desire more readily frees itself from the material enve~
ic ? e, and tLe i:,hc:..ntom appears to fri ~nds or relatives. It is for this
rea'on that the ap~Jarition of a friend is so often taken ·as an evidence
of i.:s approac\ing death. But, a side r"om these, the principal causes
of projections haYe been emotional crises : homesickness, romance,
fear or despair.
.
In our consideration of ~r. ! nvisib'le Beings », then, it iS clear that
we must not regard them a ll QS belonging to other worlds. The ma#
jority, truly, belong to kingdoms other than the truly human, and
there are many more « apparitions ». than most people believe. but
some are simply living people under another aspect. As for such
~< phantoms » their number would surely increase if everyone were
!":!ady to welcome an astral visitant instead of being stricken with an
unreasoning fear.
(To be continued)

The child believes in everything, for him the world is wonderful;
the man suspects belief, and desires to analyse the wonder; the sage
recovers the powers of childhood and beholds anew the wonder of
th~ world.
When those who have lost the sens~ of fa1th come to the next. life.
their' most d:Hficult task will be to learn again how to beli~. .
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APPRECIAT ION

(It is often of value to draw the special attention of readers to books
of the highest importance, and which s hould no!. be absenL from the shelves
of an y reader of occult ur· nllied s ubj ects. « 'l'h e :Magic ancl· l\fystcries of
Mexico > by L ewis Spence (pub. by Rider and Co, London) is s uch a book.
The intensely interesting nnd highly accul':;.c <·1:;•,•lcrs 011 ::.:<'xi<·nn Magic
a re i nvaluable, the quesh>il of magi<·Ill nsso<'Ltt ions is t r••:1t eel h_v. one who
knows of what he \Vl'iles, the demonology of' A z~ec• t.imPS 1·e<'ei,·es full
ronsideration. The second part of I he> hook, rlc·nling wi th Ma ya lore and
magic, including mysticism and philosophy, <'alls fo r the bghest praise ' for
.a s;ympathetic understanding of a di t'!icult suh.1ert and 1111 erudition whu·b
f lows f reely and is never p edantic. The excer pt which follows is onlJ a part
of a short chapter in a· long and well-illus trated volunw .
(The E ditor)

HE M exican system of Astrology, altho.igh it has considerable resemblances with those of Europe and A sia, is
really a system of native growth and origin, and must be
studied separately frcm all others. It is based on what is
known as the tonalamatl, or so-called « calendar » of the Aztecs. But
I will deal with it here very practically, in order that students of other
astrologies may compare it with the system they study, and because
it is certainly time that this particular American system should be
presented to students of the occult in a plain and understandable
manner.
A thorough knowledge of the tonalamatl is essential in order to
grasp the fundamentals of Mexican religion, but its significance has
perhaps been heightened b ythe difficulties which certainly attend its
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c The Magic and Mysteries o~ M e::.:ico », by Lewis SpeJl'J!.e.. Rider and Co,
Loud~,
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consideration. I have endeavoured to present the subject here as simply
as possible and to keep all distracting side-issues for later consideration
an.d away from the main proof. Most of these, indeed, have been
created by writers who have too closely identified the tonalamatl with
the solar calendar, and have added to the obscurity of the subject by
the introduction of abstruse astronomical hypotheses which have only
a problema tical connection with it.
The word tonalamatl means < Book of the Good and Bad Days >
and it is primarily a < Book of Fate >, from "4Uch the destiny of
children born on such and such a day, or the result of any coune to be
taken or any venture made on any given day, was forecasted by divi·
natory methods, similar to those which have been employed by astrologers in many parts of the world in all epochs. The ionalamat~ was,
therefore, in no sense a time-count or calendar proper, to which purpose it was not well suited, but it was capable of being adapted to the
solar calendar. It is equally incorrect, to speak of the tonalamatl as a
<ritual calendar>. It has nothing to do directly with ritual or religious
ceremonial, and although certain representations on some tonalamatls
depict ritual acts, no details or directions for their operation are

supplied.
The original tonalamat[ was probably a day-count based on a
lunar reckoning. The symbols appear to have been those of the gods
or other mythological figures. Thus cipactli was merely the earth·
monster, quauhtli the eagle, a surrogate for the Sun-god, and so on.
Later the tonalamatl lost its significance as a time-count when it was
superseded as such by the solar calendar. It then took on the comple~
xion of a book of augury, so that the temporal connection it had with
the gods was altered to a purely augural one. The various days thus
became significant for good or evil according to the nature of the gods
who presided over them or over the precise hour in which a subject as
born or any act done. As in astrology, a kind of balance was held
between good and evil, so that if the god presiding over the day was
inauspicious, his influence might, in some measure, be coun.teracted by
that of the deity who presided over the hour in which a child first was
the light or an event occured.
The tonalamatl was composed of 20 day-signs or hieroglyphs
reprated 13 tim~ or 260 day~signs all. These 200 days were usually
divided into 20 grcc1Pi of 13 days each, sometimes called c weeks >.
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To effect this division the numbers I to
signs in continuous series as follow :
amaasz szc:c

s4SCE

N o Name
I Cipactli

2

oacad

3 caIii
4

cuetzpallin

5 coalt
6

miquiztli

a:

x ne .

Sign

crocodile
(good)
wind
(uncertain)
house
(uncertain)
lizard
(good)
serpent
(bad)
death's-head

-

Xl

-

13 were added to the 20 day-

-xwwwrw c:=::ae

...

N o Name
11 ozomatli

12

malinalli

13

acatl

I b

ocelotl

8

tochtli

9

atl

10

itzcuiatli

LIL

..:zes

Sign

monkey
{uncertain)
grass
(unlucky)
reed
(uncertain)
ocelot
(b-ad~

2b

quauhtli

eagle
(luciy)
3b cozcaquauhtli vulture

eer
(unlucky)
rabbit
(good)

4b

oilin

5b

teepatl

water
(bad)

6b

quiauitl

dog
(lucky)

7b

xochitl

(b~)

~unlucky)

7 mazatl

:r::c:sw

motion
(uncertain)
Bint knife
(bad)
rain
(unlucky)
flower
(good)

and so on. It will be seen from this list that the fourteenth day-siga
takes the number I again. Each of the day-signs under this arrangement
has a number that does not recur in connection with that sign for a
space of 260 days, asis proved by the circumstance that the numbers
of the day-signs and figures (20 and 13), if multiplied together, give
as a product 260, the exact number of days in the tonalamatl.
The combination of signs and figures thus provided e.ach day in
the tonalamatl with an entirely distinct description. For example; the
first day, cipactli, was in its first occurrence I cipactli, in its second
8 cipactli, in its third 2 cipactli; in its fourth 9 cipactli, and so on.
No day in the tonalamatl was simply described as cipactli, coat[,
or calli, and before its name was complete it was necessary to prefix
to it one of the numbers I to 13 as its incidence chanced to fall. Thus
it was designated as ce cipactli (one crocodile) or ome coatl (two
snake) as the case might be. Each of the 20 groups of 13 days (which
are sometimes called < weeks >) was known as a division by the name
of the first day of the group, as ce cipactli (one crocodile) ce ocelotl
(one ocelot). ce mazatl {one deer), and so on.
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Each of the day-signs of the tonalamatl was presided over by a
god who was supposed to exercise a special influence over it. {The
reader is referred to the book itself for the list) . There are slight
diverzencies from the standard list in some of the codices, but such
are usually· accounted for by the interpolation of variant phases of the
deities given.
Each of the 20 tonalamatl divisions or « weeks > of 13 days each,
as they are sometimes erroneously but usefully designated, had also
a patron god of its own which ruled over its fortunes. The initial days
of these « weeks :. gave the name to the entire « week > therefore
the designation of the 20 weeks was the same as that of the 20 day
signs, but the « weeks », or rather the week-names, did not follow
each other in the same incidence as the days (for the list of the gods
of the « weeks » the reader is referred the book itself.)
Apart from the signs of ihe days themselves, the presiding deities
of the «weeks » the readers is referred to the book itself.)
also possessed a lucky or unlucky significance. Three and four were
lucky numbers; five and six were generally ominous; seven was
invariably good; eight and nine bad; ten, eleven, twelve, and
thirteen were good. The diviner took into account all these possible
influences in considering the fortune attached to a. particular day.
Besides the patron gods of the days and the weeks there were nine
«Lords of the Night> which, I am inclined to think with Seler, were
not « lords » or governors of nine consecutive nights, but of the nine
hours of each night, in the following order : Good, Bad, Good, lndiff erent, Bad, Indifi erent, Bad, Good, Indifferent.
Gama describes these nine gods as Acompaniados (Companions)
and as Sen ores de la N oche (Lords of the Night) and from his obscure rendering of Cristoval de Castillo, as well as from the < Manual
de Ministros de Indios » of Jacinto de la Serna, we gather that
they held sway over the night hours from sunset to sunrise. The
Mexicans divided the night into nine hours, and it is obvious from
the astrological point of view that the Mexican soothsayers who
used the tonalamatl must have found it necessary to es.timate not
only the « fate » of the several days, but also that of the several
hours and times of the day and night.
This of course applies with equal force to the thirteen so-ealled
« Lords of the Day », who almost certainly acted as gods of the
thirteen hours of the day. (Lists of these two groups of gods, utl
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Aztec D.a.y-Signs bea.ring a magical and Astrological meaning.
Reproduced !from t/. The Magic and Mysteries of Mexico, by Lewis Spence,
pub. by Rider cmd C 0 , London, with many illustrations.
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the order of augury are given in the b1)()k to which the reader is
referred).
This casts light on the method of augury of the priests. Thus the
hour of noon was auspicious because it was connected with the
mystic number 7, and 9 was a number of good augury with sorcerers
because it gave the number of the underworlds and of the niiht
hours. Recapitulating we find :
I. That the tonalamatl was a « Book of Fate >, and not in
itself a calendar or time-count.
2. That it was composed of 20 day-signs, repeated I3 times,
or 260 day-signs in all.
3. That these were usually divided into 20 groups of I 3 days
each, erroneously but usefully called « weeks ». The initial day of
these « w.~eks » gave the name to :he entire « week ».
4. T o effect this division the numhiers I to I 3 were added to
the 20 day-signs in continuous series.
5. Th<:~ by this arrangement c. .ch day-sign had a number that
did not rc.·ur in connection with t' .at siign for a space of 260 days.
6. Tha: the name of a day-sig 1 in the lonalamatl was not complete without its accompanying number.
7. Each of the day-signs of th ,ona lamatl was p~esided over by
a god who was suppoJcd to exercioe a special influence over it.
. Besides the patron soJs of th,, days and « weeks > there were.
a) Nine « lords » or patron gods 01f the night-hours.
b) Thirteen « lords » of the day-hr:>Urs.
Now we have seen that the d ay-gC1ds each possessed a special
~ign, and that some wielded a good and others an evil influence.
T he like holds true of the gods of the weeks, the clay and night
hours. In the balance and reoe:-cussion of their signs with and on
one another lay the whole art of Mexican « astrology », just as in
the consideration of the evil end good influence of the planets at a
certain time the astrologers of E urope and A sia were able to predict
certain occurrences and issues.
(To be concluded)

Earnestness will win instruc'ion but it must have the aid of reverence to win knowledge, and of activity for the good to win wisdom.
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PIERkETT.E D, ... , (1)

One of the most absorbing problems o! the present day is the determina.tio•
<J! the extent to which c inert > objects such as the walls of a house, may
retain impressions, and, not only that, ma.y emanate these impressions with
such force as to influence human beings. The matter is allied to psychometry,
and the following case is one of especial interest.

OR MANY YEARS I have taken my holidays in a little
town in the department of Nievre (Franee). It had been my
custom to stop at the hotel, and every year I found myself
rested and refreshed by my stay. The country suited me
admirahly. An opportunity having presented itself, four years ago,
I bought from my brothers the house in which my parents had lived.
for many long ye:irs. The work of repairs dragged out. and it was
not until this year and last year that I was able to occupy the house.
It is necessary to say that my father was of an extremely jealous
nature, possessed of a jealousy which was unreasonable, morbid and
ferocious, and this without the slightest cause. He drank, too, more
than he should, and after having been treated with brutality on several
occasions, my mother left him. This was in 1904, that is to say,
27 years ago.
Could the old stones of that house stil'l hold an echo of what had
passed there } We shall see !
The house had been repaired - almost rebuilt - according to
the plans which I had drawn up myself; when finished it pleased me
well, and I promised myself a happy and a restful holiday.
So, last year, when vacation-time came, I went there with my
husband.
But I had not been there long, not more than a few days, when my

]F

(1) The writer is k nown .to the editor. of « Psychica » (Paris), and . the
case may be taken as authentic.
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personality changed completely. I became violent, I had no longer
any control over myself, I felt as though a cloak of lead hung on my
shoulders and were crushing me. All the sensitiveness, all the special
gift ;hich I possessed as a clairvoyant left me at once, in spite of my
passionate interest in it. I became coarse, vulgar, from every point of
view, and after violent daily quarrels - for no reason - I left the
town angrily, and did not find my own true personality until reaching
Paris the next day.
Such was my experience last year.
This year, I vowed to myself that I would watch over myself, that
I would avoid all discussion or quarrel. But, no sooner hC\d I arrived
in the house than there was an absolute overturn of all my ideas and
my character - I was as though I were in another person's skin.
Every day I found new causes for quarrel, acting almost li_ke an enraged beast, though my husband did his utmost to avoid annoying me.
As for myself, it was only when I was outside the house that I could
even bear myself, Finally, after repeated insults on my part, my
husband packed his bag and left.
I did the same. I had not gone a dozen miles from the locality when
the whole state of violence and depression passed away, and I returned to my normal self.
What am I to think of all this ? If it were merely a nervous condition, brought on by bad weather, why should I be relieved the instant
I left the house, and restored the instant I left the village ? Or, in the
very walls of the house, is there an influence to which I am immedia. tely sensible ? Other houses are known to be of ill-fortune, but few of
which I have heard have the power to change an entire personality.
What is the mechanism of it all ?

Translated (by permission) from « Psychica > (Paris). Issue of
October 15, 1931.
The evil which has been done you is like unthreshed wheat. Beat
it, pass· it through the winnowing fans of forgetfulness, and the wind
of indifference will carry away the chaff. You will find that some
good grain remains.
SCARAB EE.

If the cogniznblc vibrations of the Universe, as set forth by Science,
be represented as a line a mile long, that part of it which is to be perceived by our senses is a fraction less than one inch.
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III
HE LAW OF ANALOGY, or the study of the relation
ships, the similarities and the homonymies of ol>jects and
things with each other, plays a prominent part in Hermetism,
since it is partly through this study that Universal Correspondence is established, that Correspondence which establishes Harmony and which provides for the linkages of relationships between
contraries. From this Correspondence is derived the mechanism of
elective affinities between all beings in Nature and all things in Nature. The great Doctrine of Signatures ( « Signatura Rerum >) is the
outcome of the principle just mentioned.
This D.octrine deals with the study of the signs which are characteristic of a universal dynamism, of the kinetic forces in a momentarily static condition, and does so by revealing Unity in ·plurality, since
·one may find in many places the imprint of the sam,e law and the same
forms, Moreover, this is intensified by the use of a striking line of
geometrical study whereby one may arrive at the decipherment of
the Universal Plan, that is to say the isomerisms of Unity, taking
isomerism in its wider sense to include polymerisms, metamerisrns.
etc. ; thus indicating different arrangements of the component parts
of a being or object, the differences of arrangement creating variety
and the similarities of the substance in the parts revealing the link to
unity. To give an illustration from Chemistry, both cyanic acid and
fulminic acid have the same chemical formula, 28 % of carbon,
33 % of nitrogen, 37 % of oxygen and 2 % of hydrogen, and
should be, therefore, exactly the same thing. But they are not; and
the difference is due to the different arrangement or different linkages
of the atoms in these two compounds.
Nwneration carries the same connected teaching. The One gives .

T
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rise to the Binary, thence the Ternary, so to the Quaternary or the
Real, the J, 2, 3, and 4 (added together) constituting the Decade
or I0, which includes all even and uneven numbers, since the number
10 returns of itself to primordial unity and the series recommences.
The series which follow are derived also from the Decade for it is
impossible to form other numbers than by the first 10, either added
'
or multiplied.
According to H ermetic Method, it is possible to see - or more
exactly, to examine - what we must call the Plan of Nature, that is
to .say the whole in all its manifestations, and in this the Hermetic
Method possesses a certain superiority in that it is both analytic and
:oyn:hetic. In thus translating the language of Nature, we can determine that H armony governs all things by the two forces of equilibrium
and proportion, and that Evolution is inherent in the All, even as
plurality inheres in Unity; hence come births and deaths, which are
themselves the beginnings and the ends of partials which do not reach
the point of the One which envelops all the part.
These movem,ents a~e the inevitable conditions of the Organism of
tl1e Universe. but Man, a simple cell in this great body, only know•
that limited portion of it which constitutes his own environment. None
the less, belonging in a measure to the All, by his intuitions he may
attain a higher knowledge, and perceive his filiation to a less material
or celestial world, but not less natural tha:i our own. T rtily speaking,
it is a. divine life which animates everything and interpenetrates everything, taking form in an object according to the size and weight, in a
being according to his mentality and intelligence.
These particularities or exteriorisations are strung like pearls on a
divine thread, or, to employ another metaphor, the divine life imbues
all things like an ichor poured from chalice to chalice.
By the initiatory development procured through its teaching and
its discipline, Hermetisms forms seers, teachers and inspired prophets,
philosophers and men of science, but neither visionaries nor wonderworkers. These Hermetic seers must not be confused with the mystics
of different religions, nor with spiritualists; it is their work to study the
unseen in Nature, the very inwards of all things. They may interpret
by symbol and number the intuitive revelations which come in dreams
and visions, since, in sleep, the spirit does not slumber but awakens to
a degree often superior to that of the waking state, to a mode of perception where Time and Space are abolished, or, to speak more
exactly, where they differ from the Time and Space conditions of
daily liie. A whole domain of psychism! religious! philosophic and
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toientific in oharacter, flows from the study of those states of
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ciousness a domain which materialism either denies, disdains, or
cxJ)Iains in a childish manner; whereas Hermetism is able to draw
consequences of great moment therefrom.
The Hermetic method has no idle pretension to that absolute
knowledge which none may reach. It utilises simply a series of principles and axioms which form the mathematics of Nature and which
permit us to think upon. to reason, to treat and to calculate cosmic
relation-ships. Hermetism studies actions in the invisible realms, more
powerful in themselves than those which are visible, an axiom taught
by Hermetic sages two thousand years ago but which modem science
is only beginning to discover, since only lately has it been shown that
the atomic forces are stronger than the visible matter which they
inlerpenr.trate and direct. It is the duty of our science to consider both
the invisible and the visible together. to study the stars and the atoms,
the innumerable radiations and their ~ffects, to interpret the transformations of known and unknown forces.
Since the very earliest times, Hermetism has announced that Light
is the source of all things, and it has denied matter as existing apart
from Light. Academic science now finds itself obiiged to admit the
truth of the Hermetic axiom. This somersault of science is due to the
labours of the recent school of physicists and mathematicians concerning energy, mass and relativity (of which group Einstein has succeeded in making himself the best known) • as well as by the work of
other scientists on rays and radiations (such as those of Millikan) :
these have opened a wide horizon in showing us that our eyes only
perceive a fractional portion of the vast scale of luminous vibrations
which cross and recross all Nature. Indeed, we may compare Light
to the Universal Soul, and its connections with Space and with Time
are extremely close; it has been by an unconscious application of
Hermetic method that modern science has stumbled upon its recent
rediscoveries, for we must not fall into the error of supposing that
science has discovered these facts for the first time I
The Hermetic Cosmogony is able to go far beyond modem « discoveries » by the application of the laws of Universal Correspondence
and of Signature'3. It has established categorically the relationships
between the stars, Man, the animal. vegetable and minera'l kingdoms
and this by laws which define with mathematical precision the rocii,,rocal influences in the whirl of the universal electro-magnetic field
of Nature. of which Light is one of the most perfect expressions.
From this Astrology was born. It is to be pointed out that Astro..
,
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logy must not be judged by the works of the astrologers of the Middle
Ages; the writings of Paul Flambart-Choisnard (1) set forth this
influence in a very satisfactory manner, especially in his discovery of
the law of Astral heredity, which indicates that birth, temperament,
family tendencies and even death are nowise matters of chance.
From these principles of Hermctism were also born Alchemy,
Spagyritic Therapeutics, and the Oracular Sciences, which permit us
to read a few phrases - or even only a few words - in the great
Book of Destiny. We cannot have the effrontery to suppose that we
can understand all the intricacies of the mechanism of an organism
of which we are ourselves but particles, but it is already a great
advance to be able to realise the action of the One in the All, to know
ourselves linked to the One, to attain some small knowledge of purposes and the effectives of that which is alone the World's Life.
We should not be justified in repeating here what was given in
fuller detail in a recent book from our pen < E'ssai de synthese
des Sciences Occultes > (1) - in which we studied the different
elements which go to make up occultism as a whole, applying to them
the Hermetic principles of which we have just spoken. In the abovementioned work we endeavored to present a synthesis of all the occult
sciences in a rigorously critical and scientific manner, esteeming that
this had never been so attempted before.
In every epoch, Hermetism and O ccultism (often possessing similarity of character, in a certain measure) have been influenced towards
dogmatism or towards the illusions of belief and of imagination, and
this has deprived them of much of their value and rendered them
suspect in the eyes of an educated public (2). Aside from a few true
masters, such as Pythagoras, Plotinus, Origen, Moses Maimonides,
Roger Bacon, Geber, Fludd, C ardan, Giordano Bruno, Philalethes,
and Schopenhauer, who set forth a lofty understanding of the system
of Nature, many Hermetists were content to restate the rudimentary
teachings of occult tradition or even to give erroneous and childish
superstitions allied to certain symbols, though enshrining certain
truths. In modern times, following upon the valuable works of Fabre
d'Olivet, Eliphas Levi, Stanislas de Guaita, Papus, Barlet, Mme
(1) Colond Choisnal'd, who wrofe also nuder l he p en name of « Flamba rt. :t,
was t he lrodiug- [l'l'etl<'h ast l'ologer of the present time. He died but r ecently,
remaining to the last 11 foe lo all esoteril:lm in nstrology.

(2) « Essai de SJDthese des Scieuces Otcultes », by Jollivet Castelot, Librairie Emile Nourr~-, Paris, 15 frs.
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Blavatsky and Annie Besant ( 1) a large number of books of a superficial character have appeared which have been hurtful to the cause
they pretended to serve.
We cannot repeat too often that the Hermetic method is nowise
intended to lead to infallibility and does not favour dogmatism. It is
but the key to open a treasure-chest which is never entirely filled,
Each century brings its finds, each thinker and worker enriches it
with his researches and his discoveries but it is necessary constantly
and always to pass it through the sieve of an exact (Hermetic) science
in order to retain the gems and to cast away the imitation stones. This
control should have the further aid of intuition, and the role belongs
to a science based both on phenomenal experiment and on fact; this
latter term implies that which may be perceived and accepted by
thought, reason and experiment. Hence may reality be established
and the close correspondences of all things in the Universe as determined by impersonal laws.
This enables us to see the inadequacy and even the fa:lsity of
methods which are based on the external evidence alone, such evidence
being only a partial manifestation of the fact as it may be perceived
by the senses, :ind which ignores the important truth that the real fact
exceeds the manifestation. External evidence is often but a seeming
reality, imperfect and incomplete.
Experimental method, taken alone, is also inadequate, since experiment is necessarily limited to the objective category of our senses,
and hence cannot present more than a portion - an external and
restricted portion - of any fact. Simple experiment thus acts only
in the domain of the apparent reality of any evidence, whereas it is by
hypothesis that we construct the probability of vast developments of
which experiment can only give us an initial premiss, and upon these
higher hypotheses the spirit of deduction may justifiably be applied.

(To be continued) .

Guard preciously, and as a treasure, the memories of blessings
received. and, when the dark days come, count them over. as a miser
his gold. You will find new joys therein.
SCARAB EE.
(1) The 1·eference, here, is to the earlier works of !fa's. Besant.
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Uotttblt filoolts
My Life in Two Worlds
GLADYS OSBORNE LEONARD
Cla••ell aud Co, London • \'116

T

HERE IS A QUITE PECULIAR VALUE in this

.

book. Sir Oliver Lodge, in a Foreword, emphasizes its im·
portance, for Mrs, Leonard is not only one of the greatest of
English mediums, but is of advanced understanding, wellbalanced, sensitive in refined perception as well as in psychic faculty,
and can write dearly. When a woman of a high type of mind and
most unusual psychic powers undertakes to state her experiences, to
discuss psychic conditions, and to take the reader into her confidence,
she has done a good deal for the establishment of. a healthy and happy
understandir.g of mediumship. Mrs. Leonard has achieved that extraordinary difficult task in hooks of t\1s kind : to tell what she has
seen, what she has done, what she has heard, and what she knows and to stop there ! What she does not know, she does not guess at;
what she has not achieved, she does not relate. Her biography as a
medium, the various stages of it, happenings at each and every point,
the table-tipping period, communications, development of trance states,
physical phenomena of the minor sort.(Mrs. L~onard is above all a
mental medium) , and the actual daily proof of survival, in any and
all ways, aU are told with clarity, restraint and helpfulness. A model
for all such books for the future. It could not possibly have been more
wisely done.

The Meaning of Mysticism

Prof. WOODBRIDGE RILEY
Tliis book is reviewed with a special 'Purpose in this number of this
review. It is of the highest importance that a clear understanding of
mysticism sho'1ld be secured in these.-Glays, when matters are so ilibly

NOTABLE BOOKS
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worded. The chapters on the Pagan preparation. Romanic Mysticism
and Gennanic Mysticism are clear and sharp, though we feel that the
author has underestimated Boehme and the Cabbalists. His analysis
of Woolman in the American chapter is good, but to put Emerson
and Walt Whitman in the same class as Ste Therese and Eckhart
seems a little far-fetched. Stili, the analysis is sharply-cut, and the
precious gem of true mysticism is well distinguished from the paste
imitation.

A Musician• s Talks with Unseen Friend$
FLORIZEL VON REUTER
Rider and Co, London • 51-

This is a little :book of communications by automatic writiqg purporting to be dictated by the discarnate entities of Cannen Sylva.
Zola, Pierre Loti, Paganini, Balzac and others. The author, who
has already published a couple of books on psychic subjects, presents
this later evidence with diffidence as to its proved authenticity: though
himself fully convinced that the spiritualistic solution is the truest in
the case. Much of the material was secured on the automatic writing
apparatus « Addi tor ». The script is of much interest, but undoubtedly would have more value if published in the language received.

Astrology. -

An Effort at Simplification

WILLIAM WILSON
alder and Co, London · 51·

This is a very conscientious effort, and presents the main grounds
of Astrology in a chatty and easy manner. To the writer it does not
seem any simpler than many of the standard manuals on the subject,
and it is much less complete. The tone of the book, however, is definitely helpful. It is thoughtfully written, the judgments given have
evidently been carefully considered before being set dowp, and the
advanced astrologer will find suggestions of interest.

/
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Resurrection in Relation to Immortality
Rev. F. K. CHAPLIN
Arth111• It. liltoc-kwell, London

This is the Burney Prize Essay at Cam.bridge University, and the
mere statement suffices to declare that it is chock-full of references,
although, frankly, the range of authorities is rather limited. And a
serious book which begins with the phrase : « Nirvana rather knocks
the boti.om oul.. . » gives an impression of triviality, which the rest of
the little volume does not sufficiently correct. It is a pity, for in spite
of its style, an occasional argument has merit.

Fale, Free-vVill and Providence
LEONARD BOSMAN
The Dhau•nu\

l•r•'"''"· Cln1•ton,

London - 2-U

This is a very simply written little book dealing with the fact that
Reincarnation and Karma are neces:sary to an understanding of Astrology. We are of the opinion that this is true, when the higher reaches
of Astrology are attained, but it is not quite accurate to assume that
Astrology is of no importance save to those who hold these doctrines.
Though but a slight sketch, it e5tablishes clearly the linkage between
Astrology, the true Theosophy and Kabbalism.

Health. -

Character-Building

HAZRATINAYAT
J' lchw and Co, London - ~lff nnd • 16

It cannot be said that all of Inay at Khan•s teaching of an Occidentalization of the Sufi doctrines proved successful, but much of his
work had nobility of character, and he brought from Persian and
Islamic sources a new outlook which commanded attention. Thus the
second part of the book « Health », and which is entitled «Healing»,
sets forth the ordinary healing methods in a terse and graphic manner
which makes them telling. And in the other little book, « CharacterBuilding », he te::chcs very wisely the doctrine that « noisy work is
bad work ». These little books are not deep, but they are helpful
reading.
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ENERAL FEATURES OF THE LUNATION.

Just as the December lunation seemed surprising by reason
of a movement of confidence and a better period, so the
January lunation marks a slump, asd especially a period of
popular discontent and of revolt. All over Western Europe this is
likely to spread. There will be hostility to governments, not so much
because of any foreign influence, as because the promises of the
beginning of the winter cannot be maintained. There will be much
incendiarism, and a good deal of sabotage. The month is likely to be
marked by many disasters, especially those which have to do with
the earth, such as mine explosions or landslides. This period is.almost
sure to bring the death 9f a popular monarch or statesman, and this
prediction seems to bear upon India and England. Certainly, ·there
will be more distress than in the month preceding, for the lunation is
in conjunction with both malefics and is in square with Uranus in the
House of Foreign Affairs. Though civil strife is not foreshadowed in
the December lunation, yet this January-February period is distinctly
threatening.

England. - In spite of the very large Conservative majority, there
will be a development of opposition in the « National Government »
and the Cabinet will see many changes. The Opposition will renew
its activity. Great danger to the Royal family, and a death is probable.
Franee. -

In spite of difficulties, the country will manage to avoid

embroilment in foreign affairs, though Balkan affairs may threaten.
The working class discontent will be less than otherwhere, and the
rioting will not be serious. It is probable that the winter may be noted
as one of extreme cold, all over Europe.
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Germany. - Danger of civil strife, even of civil war, Uranus in
Aries in House VII being in square to the lunation and to both male-fies. This does not seem to be financial, nor a class war, but to take
the character of a political revolt with an effort at a coup d'etat.
Several towns will declare for the party of revolt.
ital)). -Though there seems to be a certain strain with the Balkan
Italy will ride
question - or some country in the Near East through this lunation without serious loss. The strength of the Dictature is likely to be diminished, and compromise policies will have to
be adopted.
Balkan States. - This lunation is very provocative of trouble,
and this is likely to arise in a mountain district, perhaps Albania.
Frontier questions will arise and arbitration may be required. Renewal
of brigandage in Macedonia is probable.
Russia. - Serious check in some plan of military aggression.
Revolts in Turkestan, or the territories to . the south-east. Far East
policies will tum out badly.
Asia Minor and Palestine. - Religious dissension, with possibility
of tribal warfare, Intervention of the powers will be necessary. Clash
between Turkey and minority races is indicated.
India. - The lunation is likely to be extremely dangerous for this
country, and there are indications that an effort will be made to seek
foreign alli~nces, resulting in actual fighting between different elements in the Peninsula.An entirely new line-up of interests is probable
with new leaders.
China. - The lunation is slightly more favorable for this country,
and comparative peace may return. Loss of territory or prestige may
be noted. The month is favorable to Japan.

United States. - Sudden death - murder or suicide - of a prominent financier and banker. In spite of the generally threatening
character of the lunation, American affairs will prosper. Some drastic
change in the laws, perhaps involving the Prohibition Question or
some Constitutional Amendment.
'
. _.. _.
~
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The days of a Solar month are 30 or ,3 times I 0 and three is the
number of divinity. The symbol of material duration is 40, tfie 40
years in the wilderness, the 40 years of every good king's reign,
and 40 is 4 times I 0, while four indicates matter. And so we come
to the 50 Gates of Light and so on.
Kabbalistica'lly, the number I 0 is related to THE WHEEL OF
FATE, or THE WHEEL OF LIFE. sometimes called THE
SPHINX and represents the Cross and the Circle, the 10 Sephiroth,
the beginning and end of cycles, the harmony between free-will and
destiny, ·and many another meaning.
Alphabetically, the number 10 corresponds to the 10th letter of
the Hebrew alphabet, the Iod, the formative letter of the whole
sacred alphabet, the « centre of the beginning and the end ~. of
which the hieroglyph is a lifted forefinger, indicative of warning.
In Exoteric Astrology the number I 0 has to do with Capricorn,
rqled by Saturn. This is the « Bridge of Saturn > as it is the « Bridge
of Cycles » ; itdeals with Karma and eternal Cause and Effect, and
the WHEEL OF LIFE shows both evolution and balance.
In Esoteric Astrology, this number is associated with Virgo, and
herein lies a marvellous wealth of interpretation which space forbids
to mention. 11he relation of Virgo to the Mystic Rose, and to the
Rose and the Cross will be fami liar to readers who can understand
the esoterism of Dante's « Divina Commedia ». In Kabbalism it is
« The Lesser Bride », and in early Christian Art the Virgin Mary
was always represented with 10 stars.
Masonically (Dequer) the number 10 indicates the super-excellent
Master degree, and has to do with the fate of Zedekian. « He did
evil in the sight of the Lord, and, as a consequence, experienced
Extreme Change ». Dequer suggests that 10 indicates Occult Science,
which is quite in keeping with tradition.
The Number Ten in Human Physiology. - This is the conserving
and often the restricting force, and gives « slow strength ». It is associated with the hips and thighs, and, in tradition indicated the action
of a stride ; this, as Maimonides pointed out, must be balanced by the
body with future intention, since, in walking, only one foot is on the
ground at a time, and that in a position of insecure gravity.
The colour associated with the number I 0 is the Green of nature;
the musical note is Fa, (F Natural in the scale of C Natural) .

(To be con!inued)
The Direcior of the Institute.
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HE NUMBER TEN. -

This is the Gycle of Cycles,
and carries three meanings : it returns to the point within
the circle the manifesting, 0; it is the point in circle as
Il).anifested, I ; but, in addition to return, it is also the symbol
of continuance and evolution, since every 10 begins the cycle anew.
Like all true teachings of Life, the ending is a beginning. It is co~
pletion, also, in the human sense : the 5 of woman plus the 5 of man;
it is completion in the sense of Creation~ for the I 0 Sephiroth of the
T rec of the Knowledge of Good and E vii are the prime agents
the Demiurge. It is completion in Hindu lore since it links material
expression (5) and spiritual expression (5) in the three worlds
(3 plus 3 plus 3) controlled by the Rishi (I) , and thus indicates
magic. It portrays the cycle of involution and evolution, links spirit
and matter, and is symbolised in !!he Far Orient by the Yo-Yang or
spirally-divided circle.
The Occult Geometry of Ten. - Occult Geom,etry, properly so
called, passes from the plane to the solid with the number Ten, and
becomes a little difficult to make clear. Yet the reader m,ay follow
one step at least. Take a sphere, an orange, mark a point on the top,
at the bottom, on the side nearest you, on the side farthest away, on
the right hand side, and on the left hand side. Six points are so
marked. They indicate spindle-diameters of the three ring-stresses,
Ring-Cosmos, Ring-Chaos and Ring-Pass-Not (known to all advan·
ced students) . There are four points of intersection of these forces
within the sphere, and this makes 10. We have shown that the Rose
indicates 9, the Rose and the Cross indicates I 0. The Decahedron
has a further significance and the double spiral yet another.
Symbolic Concordances of the Number Ten. - There are many
of these. All the units added together make 45 or 9, and if 10 be
added they make 10, which returns to unity. It is important to note
how the original digits multiplied by 10 give new symbols, Thus
there are 19 Buddhic states of consciousness, but Wholeness is at 20,
twice 10. The days of a lunar month are 28 or 2 plus 8 equals l 0.
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We are p r epared to undrrtake for
you work in Numerology and Astrology. Horoscopes, Talismans ar.d all
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information.

The Inner Light
A Symposium of Current T hought
on Science, P hilosop hy and Religion
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D. U. Cochr ane

This monthly stnnds for hroad-mincL
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STATISTICAL· METHDns IN ASTl\QLQGY
The adYance of material scienre has largely been made possible through
the proper combination of .figures with c·1~refu;Iy observed facts.
'l'his same method is equally applicable to the various problems of astrology, and when properly applied takes the answer lo debatable subj erts from
the realm of surmise into the domain of proved rcrtainty.
We are anxious to apprise all" asLrologil'al students of this method, to the
encl of improving modern astrologfral p ractice. Let ns send you, «When Do
Parents Die,, in which the deaths of 100 fathers and the deaths of 100
mothers are analyzed by this method.
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ancl l's,rchologiC'al Analysis and Code of guidaure. Re\•Nlls witn « Accu racy~
Desi iny- Cydes-Yoen tional gffh·icn<'y-Busi1~ss-A sso<iial es- Marriage1'1utncr- 1Ieall h; l~I r:... W isclo111- nwa kcning ill t.erp reta ti on of yo11 r Cosmic
record. Why not be what you wunt lo b~ ~

Send full name-date of birth- One Dollar to
Dr. AXEL SIMON NELSON, 2610, Cuming Street.Omaha Nebraska., U.S.A.

cLWI' THI~ STAH8 Ull lUl~ YOU>
Delineations : l•'ivc t.o lt'ift v Dulliirs.
Forecasts : Ten Dollars f'o;. One year.
li'ifteen Dollars f'or l~ivc years.
Yon are in\'ited lo send ('or entnlogne
cBooks with a Purpose• .\ st rologi1·nl
H1•1Ticc for Emry Pu "Se.
W. F. CORNELI
__39~a~t~

~h~r ~·J

WHAT'S IN YOUR NAME?
Advice for a year How to meet your experiences each month $ 1.25
Get a Blue-Print of Your Life. (A Numberscope) $16.00
Send youi· ENTIRE name at birth; birthdate; maniage ; mother's maiden
name.
ARLYNE CHALME.R S
Box 1036, San Francisco - California. U.S.A.

The Rosicrucian Dige•t
«COVERS THE WORLD>

(Formerly « The Mystic Triangle >)
Official International Magazine of theW orld-wide Rosicrucian Order
AMO RC
25 c. per copy
Three dollars per year
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY THE SUPREME COUNCIL OF AMORC
THE R OSICRUCIAN ORDER
r~oslcruclan

Pnrk

•

San

,Jose. Ca l.

•

U, !'I. A,

A OOURSE OF 24 LESSONS BASED ON THE TEACHINGS OF THE
BHAGAVAD GITA
Practical Instructions in Occultism (Yoga)
l. The Preliminary of Shutting Off 13. T he Equilibrium of Life-Death.
from the Sense-World.
14. Into Life Sacrifice Death.
2. On the Mastery 0~ Angrr.
15. Further on « Shutting Off from
3. Never Regret-Gnev.e Naught.
the Sens -World>
. e
·
4. On the Purpose of Life.
5. Seeing the Soul.
16. Prevention of the Flow of Prana.
6. Tasting the Soul.
17. Life is Not a Slave to the Breath.
7. Contacting the So~l-Lives.
18. Regeneration Th1·ough Fasting.
8. Conquest of the Kmgdom..
19. Mortification and Detachment of
9. Government by Leadership.
H
W. Inhibition of Thought by Silence.
. t~e eart.
ll. The Sound That Resounds
21. Usmg the Bi:eath Rhythm.
Through the Soul.
22. Eliminating Worry.
l2. What You Have to Do While 23. Raja Yoga.
CultivatinP' the Silence.
24. no What Thou Wilt.
FEE£ 10

THE LATENT LIGHT CULTURH, TINNEVHLLY, INDIA
m

Articles on
Theosophy, Rosicrucianism, Psychic, Philosophy, Spirit Phenemena
Astrology, Numerology, Palmistry, Graphology
Mystici$m

With a Digest of the Latest News in
Psychic Research and Occult Interests
THE OCCULT DIGBST

Monthly 25 c.

1900 North Clark Street,

CHICAGO.

U.S. A

Subscription· 3.00 Dollars a Year - in the U.S.A. and Canada
3.50 Dollars Foreign

WHERE ARE THOSE "MEDIUMS " ?
AND LEADING AUTHORS, LEOTURERS, RESEARCHERS,
PERIODICALS, CAMPS, SOCIETIES, ETO ...
SBE

HAR.TMANN'S

INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORY OF PSYCHIC
SCIENCE AND SPIRITUALISM
Published Annually - Send for 1931 edition.
1.00 dollar
ll'his is the Age of Psychic Science
Invet!li3ate and become convinced of Survival
THE OCCULT P1u.::s.
Box 43, s
JAMAICA, N. Y., U.S.A.

STERNE

UNO

MENSCH

die Monalssch ri:Ct fii r .Astrologie als Wissenscbaft und W eltanschauung unter
Leitung von H. Frhr. v. Klmckler vcrmittelt mit wissenscha.ftlicher Sachlicbkeit, aber zugleicb in allgemeim·erslrondlicber, interessanter and fesselnde1·
Weise a Iles, was fii r Beginn uocl Porl fiihrung des astrologischen Studiums
erforclerlich ist. Fors<:lmng, Kritik nnd Pi axis linden in den Originalarbeiten
erster Auloren gleicbe Beriicksichtigung. Die engen und wichtigen Beziehungen
der Astrologie zu Psychologie, 1J eilizin, Higiene, Lebenskunst, Predagogik,
Philosophie, KulLurgescbicbte sind Oegonstand iahlreicher Veroffentlichungen
anerkannter asll'ologischer Forscher, die die Ergehnisse ihrer langjrehrigtin
grfahrungen dem Leser iibermitteln.
Vel'langen Sie

ko~tenloxe Probenumm~r

vo m

ASTRA-VERLAG , LEIPZIG, Gellertstr. 7

A\§TROLOGY
THE ASTROLOGERS' QUARTERLY
ISSUED UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE
ASTROLOGICAL LODGE OF LONDON
AND DEVOTED 0 T0° THE STUDY OF
ASTROLOGY'. IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

Editor: CHARLES E. 0. CARTER, B.A.
JO, WooDBOROUGH Rd., LONDON. S. W. 15
PRICE ONE SHILLING; ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION,

4/6

FRATERNITY OF THE INNER

POST FREE

LIGHT

Warden : DION FORTUNE

The Fraternity of the Inner Light is a Society whose purpose it is
to pursue the study of Mysticism and Esoteric Science and to develop
their practice. Its ideals are Christian and its methods are Western. It
maintains a Lecture Centre and Library in London, and a hostel at
the Chalice Orchard Club, Glastonbury, open from Whitsuntide till
Michaelmas. No fixed charge is made for admission to the lecture and
study groups, all contributions towards expenses being voluntary, in
accordance with esoteric tradition.
The Communit)) Hous e, 3, Queensborough Terrace, Bayswater.
London W. 2. England
Syllabus on application.

«THE INNER LIGHT» Edited by Dion Fortune. A monthly
magazine devoted to Esoteric Christianity, Occult Science, and the
Psychology of Super~consciousness. Price 6d. Post free, 6/6 per
annum. Specimen copy sent free.

ZENTRAL BLATT
FUR ASTROLOGISCHE FORSCHUNG

Z E N IT

Organ der Astrologischen Zentralstelle
HERAUSGEBER UND SCHRIFTLEITER
DR. H. KORSCH
DUSSELDORF. KEPLERSTR'. 11 .
BEZUGPREIS : JAEHRLICH Mrk. 12.Jahrgang 1930 -

10 Mrk.

Neue Sternblatter ASTl\DLDGISCHE
Zeitschl'ift fiir Astrologie
und verwandte Gehiete.
Herausgeber : Reinbold EberLin.
Bezugspreis : Mark 8,- jabrlich.
Pr·obeheft kostenlos.
In jedem Heft Einfiibrungnartikel in
die neuste and wohl auch treffsi<lherste astrologische Forschongsmethode von Alfred Witte (Hamburger Schule).
Bezug durch
Ebertin-Verlag, Erfurt,
Halleschestr. 1.

l\UNDSCHAU
Zeitsch1·ifL flir astrologische
Forscbung
Or·gan der Aslrologischen Gesellscbaft
in Deutscbland
Address :
Theo11opbi>'l<·he~

V <•rJ.1gsl11rns. Leipzig.

Annual subscription : Ma.rk 12.

"Asgard, Wege zom Licht''
Ziel : Neugermanisch-l·eligioser Aufbau auf der Grundla~e der· Astrologie,
unter HeranzieLung der okhllen 'falsachen. Gnte Mitarbe1ter, besle Presse,
stets hochaktuell.
Herausgeber : Dr. Georg Heinrich Lomer, Hannover', Sallstrasse 88, PostScheck-Konto 13182.
Einzelheft Rm. 0,65. Halbjahrsbezug Rm. 4.
Sonnenverla.g (Dr. Lomer)
· Hannover, Sa.llstr. 88.

DIE

ASTROLOGIE.=======

1\[onatsscbril'l fiir I hcore1ische und angewandLe Aslrologie
erscbeint jetzt iru XllJ. Jahrgang
herausgegeben unter Mitwirkung dcr erslen Au tori ta ten auf diesem Gebiete
von Wilhelm Becker.
Bezugspreis jahrlich M. J2.
Spezia.1Yersanc1baus fiir ast1·ologische Liferatnr uucl samt•liche Ephemeriden. Verlangen Sic Prospekfc. Astrologischer Verlag W'ilhclm Becke1·,
Bedin-Steglitz,
Schloss-Strasse 69

HOROSCOPES
TRIPLE SYSTEM

EXCLUSIVE

'1 he most compl t: te a nd thorough horo.scopic
'\'VOrk done by an y

ln,..tlt:ute

$ 10. . . . . . . . Ccndenscd Scientific, ....... £ 2
$ 20. . . . . . . . Detailed Scientific.. . . . . . . . . £ 4
$ 50 ........ All Systems .............. £ 10
'IHE WOI:LD 'S BEJT -

EVERY LrnE PERSONAL

'l' he '1' 1iple System Horosrope (Fifty Dolla rs or T en Pon n ds) of t he Institnt Asl r ologiqne c1 e Ca rt' aite, \\'tth 01·er i5 .pa)!'es of ;.frict ly original type_
written personal i nterp re lntion , 8 cliar:s, complete Scienti fic, Fixed Star,
Kabba.listic and Sel en o l o~icu l ( 1\ r :1bic) systems, wi ~ h progressions on all systems fo r tie c>u 1Tr11t ye<1 I', done on <'c luxe paper, ll'itlJ parchment personal
ta lisman frontispie c. 1·er .v l:a nd somcly bonnd in book form , ciuart o, is the
highest peak of as' r ologic-nl work al the p r ese nt da y . E\·ery own er of a small
h orosrope should I' a rn his e ha 1t mt. tro lie-! by experts and t he interpretation
amplified; every s ' udent of astrolog-y shou ld seize this opportunity to see the
cl iffe r ent <.'o rrobo ra ti 1·e s.1·st ems 1\f astrolog-_; :ippli ed to his own cha rt. This
in tens i1·e wor k is not do:1e i n any o'.l1er aslrologic> a\ institute in the 1\•orlcl.
CORRESPONDENC ~

COURSES

Fo r St'rions stu1'e:1ts a nd in tc11tli11g- professionals of high ran k

ASTROLOGY (Exoteric and Esoteric)......... 70 lessons $ 50 or £10
ORACULAR SCI ENCES (Kabbalism, etc)..... 72 lessons $ 50 or £ 10
All Stu<len t s' ·work Co rrected , arnl Special Training G i 1·en.

GRAPHOLOGY
.ITigbl y spe<-ial work clone by Prof. Reuret St. Bri<·c a member of the Insl itu t
Grapholog-iquc de l •'ran ce; either h i)!h-grade grap ilolol!ita l portra i t~, or a
rourse i n Grn p holog-v can be ananged by request. Portraits $ 5 or £ 1 i Course
Complete $ 25 or £5.
W o rk in E ng lish 01· French.

TALISMANS
Prepare<! upon 1·ir:.rin pnrrhrne 11t ( t he nrtnal skin), a11<l on the da.v nn<I
bo:1r propilio11" to tit!' 1•011>'11 l ln11t ( ,.,,,. " 'h il'h 1111• 1wr·e,:,:nr~· n!<troluf!'i<•nl 1·11;-.

(· nla tion m ust be made), 1\:abbali;;tic lali;;mans will be made on req nest. E i ther
Zodiaral or l'lane! <l r y , ~ 5 or £1.

A>l these tnlisrnuos must be r~epnretl STJ l.'l'i:l lly for ('\' Cl)' nppl if•:;nt, p laee
cud date uf birth (huur if possilil e) n11d sex of <:on:<ulta11t must U<.! giveu.

-

.....................................,_......,..""""
.......
............................
.........
~

Cheques (on any bank) or 111lenrntinna l Money Orders to

Dr. FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER
'Director : lnst:ltut .Astrologiqu- de Carthage
Oir-ect:or: International Astro l ot.ti~ nl Archives Ass'n

CARTHAGE -

TUNISaE -

N. AFRWCA

Imp. V. HA II..\ BOU e t C. - 1:3. Ru e d " Souk-Ahras · T!JNIS

TllE 1\1 0 "''1' 'l'llOllOlJGll

ASTROLOGIGAL TEACHING
·~ 'l'llE ,,·ouLD
For serious s!tull'nls a nil intending professional;; of high rank.

Complete Con csponll<•111·c Conr::.c (70 Lc.-sons) $:i0 or £10.
All !'tn<lenls' work c•or1N:lccl and spe(·ial trnining- gi1·cn. J\c1-

1·anr<.>d ll'nrk for I ho~c who arc rompctcnt.

Address Director :

l nslitut Aslrolog:que de Carthage
International Aslrolog"cal Archiucs

CARTHAGE - TUNISIE
N. AFRICA

~1

Fraternity

of

the

Holy

Pentagra111

THE ORDER
'!:he Fraternity of the Holy Pentagram is an Esoteric .and Mystical Order
of men and women working together in tbe stuiy of Psycl:ology,M.et.aphysics.
Comparative Religions, Occultism and Ancient Magic. In many places the
world over it works to raise the fallen, to assist the worthy, .l-nd: to instruct
all those who are in search of 'Iruc Knowledge and the Hidden Wisdom.

TEACHING
The Fraternity of the Hcly f-'entagr m teaches by a detailed series of special
let!On courses, and by instruc! ing you in your reading. The Lessons are sent
weekly. Many things which you have not fully understood in your general reading will be made clear to you by our Lessons and Special Letters. Work at
home during the period of your Novitiate.
At the completion of any of your regular courses, a certificate of proficiency
will be given, if the student pas· cs the examination with a grade of 85 ', or
more. This certificate is only given in our regular courses and if the student
desires it. (In Courses 0 I, 0 2, 0 3. 0 4, and 0 5, no examination is given or
certificate issued}.

TRAINING
The Fraternity of the 1-1oly Pentagram - in the first section of its work operates as Follows :

We /rain tire Will; u>e train you lo Visualize.
We train you lo use the Sub-C or.scious 1\tlind - the Creal Fon/ of Man's
Wisdom.
We leach you the real meaning of Occultism and its sister M yslicism; also
the truths of Spiritualism.
~Ve lo1ch you the relationship 1between Eastern Occultism and Wes/cm
Magic.
~Ve leach you the basic truths of Psychology and M elaphysics and we teach
you how lo supply the Secret Wisdom of tire Ages for your adrJance·
menl, and in that way cause you lo serve.
The Work of the Brotherhood is divided into Ten Greater
Degrees, leading to Adeptship and a Knowledge of the
Masters.

ADMISSION
All women over 18 years of age, and men over 2 I years are eligible to become members of the Order. Our work is carried on by the payment of the regular dues of 3 Dollars or 15 , _ per month by each member br any one of
these courses. If you do not wish lo become a member and if you do wish to
take any one of the «0» Courses, send us your first paym~nt of 2 Dollars
o. I 0 -. To take the regular courses you must become a Brother of the Order.
Brothers may take the « 0 » courses in sequence or by paying the 2 Dollars or
I I - fee per month if they wish, extra. Only one of the regular courses can be
taken at one timr.

COURSES OFFERED
NOTE. - These Courses are written in a readable style, en.3-bli11g every
one to understand them. No previous study of any of the subjects listed is
necessary. Whichever one you choose will be sent to you for 'fwo Dollars or
Ten Shillings per month in advance.

APPLIED COURSES
COURSE 0. INTRODUCTORY COlJRSE. FIFTY LESSONS. This Course deals with some features of the simpler magic commonly practised
in America. It is written by one who has lived among the « pow-wow » doctors
and knows their practices. Such matters as Simple Psycholog}', Rudimentary
Astrology, Palmistry, Dreams and the use of the crystal are dealt with. 3 Dollars or 15 ' - per month) .
COURSE 0. 2 ELEMENT ARY OCCULTISM FIFTY LESSONS - Both white and black magic are treated here, as well as the theosophical teachings on these subjects, and lhe scientific study of mental influences.
(3 Dollars or I 5 / - per month) .
COURSE 0 3. PSYCHOLOGY OF BUSINESS - THIRTY LESSONS. - This gives the latese and best psychological conceptions dealing with
business methods, the psychological approach, and the Mental Attitude m
problems of daily affairs. T csts given.
COURSE 0 4. PSYCHOLOGY OF SALESMANSHIP. - FORTY
LESSONS. - A very thorough treatment of this subject, with a section on
Bsychiatry and Mental Analysis. It treats all questions of employment from the
scientific attitude.
COURSE O 5. VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE. - THIRTY LESSONS. - This Course is ditect and practical, calling for the cooperation of
the student. It penetrates to the real desire and shows how to achieve it. Tests
are given in the Course.

REGULAR COURSES
COURSE I. GENERAL METAPHYSICS - FIFTY LESSONS All the important phases of Occultism. Psychology, Ancient Magic, Spiritualism, Theosophy and Comparative Religions. For students who desire to get a
general cultural conception of these subjects without any previous preparation.
COURSE II. METAPHYSICAL HEALING - ONE HUNDRED
LESSONS - · Herein is the studenl taught the laws of Healing through Right
Thinking, Right Action and the proper Mental Attitude toward life and its
problems.
€0URSE III. GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY -

TWENTY LES-

SONS - This is an Introductory Course on Psychology .as taught in a University curriculum. Students showing proficiency may be given advanced instruction and controlled reading.
COURSE IV. CHILD PSYCHOLOGY - TI HRTY LESSONS This Cour~e has been prepared lo supply a demand for teaching in Practical
and Applied Psychology in the training of the child. Prenatal Influence, Inheritance and Environment are fully treated.
COURSE V. OCCULTISM - Occultism is the study of the Nature ·of
God and his relationship to man, as shown by the teachings\ of the Secret
\Vi~dom of the East and of the West. This is a guided reading Course; the
student must give a definite am:>unt of time for study and meditation, must
keep a notebook and work closely with his teacher.
COURSE VI. ANCIENT MAGIC - This Course is the study of
Ceremonial Origins, Magical Ceremonies, and Magical Doctrine and Practice.
- Those desiring lo take this Cour~e must satisfy the Brotherhood as to their
Faith and Will, as otherwise the ~tudy is dangerous.
COURSE VII (in Five Sections) and COURSE VIII - THE SECRET
DOCTRINE IN FREEMASONRY - This Course is for Freemasons
only, and the Fraternity requirts evidence that the applicant is in good and
regular standing in his Lodge, Chapter, Council or Commandry. The Courses
arc written by Masons in good and regular standing.
COURSE IX. MED.IUMSHIP AND ME.NT AL TRAINING
TEN LESSONS - For this Course, also, the Fraternity must be satisfied of
the applicability of the student. Like most of the Advanced Courses, it is
advisable that the earlier Courses should be studied first.
COURSE X. SCIENCE OF BREATH AND YOGA - Here again
the Fraternity requires eviden ·e of the student's fitness. It is associated with
Course VI. and the student will be required to keep in close touch with his
teacher.
COURSE XI. COMPARATIVE RELIGIONS
Esoteric and
exoteric study of the Myslcry Religions, and a study of the life and doctrines
of Jesus, Buddha, Confucius, I lcrmcs and Osiris, with some noles on Egyptian
and Babylonian philosophy. This, also, is reserved for advanced students.
COURSE XII. SPIRITISM AND SPIRITUALISM - This Course
dells with the History of Spiritualism, its work and its manifestation. Such
cxrerimental work as may seem wise may be directed, if the student is properly
prepared.
Other Courses are. in preparation. The Fraternity of the Holy I:entagram
in·. i~cs correspondence on these and allied subjects.

--------

\

'lhe Brotherhood desires to know as much as possible a.bout you

\

INFORMATION BLANK
Full Name, Mr., Mrs. or Mis~
(Pica~e enclose photograph)
Occupation .. .
Birth, place, time, date ..
Race . . ..................... .
Education
Do you believe in G oel ?

R eligion

Member of what Church
Member of what societies or orders.
Names and number of those in your fami ly __
Are there any in your family who object to your interest in the O ccul t ?

What studies have you had in Occult and Metaphysical subjects ?

What is your Creal Desire and your reason for making this application to become a humble Brother of the Brotherhood of the H oly P entagram ?

------------ --Three Dollars enclosed as 6.rsl Monthly Payment.
Xuf(•-ll" y1111 wish tu hl•(·nme a stu11p11[ 111 the() <·0111se, strik<· onl Thl'('l' Dol. la rs :11111 '' 1 ilt> i11 Two I lotla1 s.

l r y ou n•sicl<" i II l•: ll l'O(ll', n1n kc MUllC.1' Orel er ( I n t<'.'1'1111 l inn n [) 01· C:hcqnc
p:iyabl<.' to J>i-. lo"ra111·is Ho lt \\'ll<•<.'ll'I' t:-iP<·ret:11o> lJt·l<•gal<' Im· 1':11 1·11p<• anti
,\1"1i<·a) and a1ldrPss ("art h a~<', T.111is1t>, .:\ . •\fri1·:1. Ir you tl•si1le i11 th<• .\nwri1·•·"· nmk<• :'llouey Ortler ur < 'hN1111• payahlP to t!w ·l Sr<·1·.. 1ary-<l1•11ernl, Br11tl11•1·hood 111" the ll ol.1· I'cut.1;.:rn 111 ». a 11d :uld n:''·" Ilox :l-H, I In l l1'hu rµ, N. \' .•
l . ~.A. l (' .vo u resill<' i11 Aus1 1·nl11sia, ,,.• ilP din•l'I L11 hl'adq111u lc r s, tur th<.'
~l'l':tl ex!P11siu11 nf' llH• \\"nrk has 111•1·1• .,;itute1l till' l'.~talilio;llment of 11 11ew
"·on;inentnl 1·e11tn•. 'l'h1• s11n1 .'"11 lunnnd shu11f1l lw t .• r a11w1111t you :tll• pll .!_!!
in~- as a l"re;• \Yill ()ffprin;.:- fur tli1• Slll'Jl"rl of th" \\"urk of tl1<' 1;roll11·1•1t, .... 1.
0

l"nll na111P <111tl add 1·p,s for your n1ni l.

--- -- --------A« 'Neophyte's Obligation » to « study the laws of spiritual unfoldment »,
and t o « seek the Path » will be sent you. Read caref ully its high idea l of
service. Your signature and your enrolment will conrtitut e you a « Neophyte »
on t he Occult Way.

